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GALLERY O

nEoRGE CATLTN (r796-t\72l BELONGED TO THAT
U leglon of creative spirits who left a profession (in his
case, the law) to take up the pen or brush (in his case, both).
AJter a brief stint as a portrait painter, Catlin headed west
to follow a boyhood interest: Indians. Intent on document-
ing what he perceived as a vanishing way of life, he produced
more than 500 paintings and sketches, and in 1841 he pub-
lished his two-volume Letters and Notes on the Manners,
Customs, and Condition of the North American Indians

The picture presented here o{fers an ironic commentary
(unintentional, no doubt) on the threatened lifestyle Catlin
was recording-the Indian with his bow and arrow, Catlin
with his riile. When the Europeans set foot on the North
American continent, an estimated 60,000,000 bison (or
buffalo) roamed the western plains. The Indians of that

Catlin and Indtan Attackmg Bttittio I-Itti. ,lS5- LS69 br- George Catlin

rcgion.1ep..-11.i..1 on ihc b-sl,tt t,:,t thcrr 1n eiihood, Bv 1900,
the bison hirtl be cn l-rr-ri-rte J !tr the trr-ic ,ri i\r11'rcri.n.

Willrar-n f . l"Blrii:r1o Br11 ' Codr' \\-irit rc11rr\\ n as .r killer.
of bisor-r. In the 18(r0s, he hael been l-rrred to pro,'i.1. ,r..n,
{or the workers on the Union Pacrtrc Railroarl, and in ;rn
eight-month period he shot 4,280 br,rtialo. He u-as not alone
in his hunting. Others killed the aninal ior its hicle, ior
sport, or sometimes just for its tongue. Through concerted
action by cattle ranchers and conservationists, thc bison
was brought back from the brink and now thnves on lrran-
agcd government preserves {in much smaller numbcrs).

The story of the American bison is an instructive case
of population growth, predator-prey relationships, zrncl

resoltrcc mana.gement. It is fitting that it be tolcl (albeit
briefly) in this spccial issue of Qudntttnt.
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The woman on our cover believes in
expanding her mind with a good book,
but somehow her body took a meta-
phorical turn of its own. What book is
she reading? Why, The Limits to
Growth, the international bestseller of
1972.

This issue ol Quantum is devoted to
the legacy of that pathfinding report to
the Club of Rome. Our cover is but the
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that accompany each of the five feature
articles.
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FRONT MATTER

The unlimited

Thelinltsto
"Although there are 'limits'to a certain type of activity,

there are no limits to learning and creativity."

-The 
Club of Rome

HIS ISSUE OF QUANTUMIS
largely devoted to marking an
event that occurred a quarter of
a century ago-before many of

our readers were even born. What
was so important about the publica-
tion of The Limits to Growth tn
t972?

To begin to answer this question,
we need to back up another five
years. In1967, an Italian industrial-
ist by the name of Aurelio Peccei
and a Scottish scientist, Alexander
King, saw that governments world-
wide seemed incapable o{ addressing
certain long-range trends that
threatened the well-being of future
generations. They saw the world's
population increasing at a staggering
pace/ nonrenewable resources being
depleted at increasing rates, and
millions of people living at subsis-
tence levels or under threat of fam-
ine with little prospect of improve-
ment. The time had come, they felt,
to mobilize like-minded people and
take action to build a saner and
more sustainable world.

In April of the next year, thirty-
six European economists, scientists,
and statesmen met in Rome to dis-
cuss these issues unconstrained by
politics or ideology. They continued
to meet in other cities and expanded
their ranks, but the location of their
first meeting had given them a

name: The Club of Rome.

Inl969, the members decided that
a quantitative model of the present
and future "predicament of man-
kind" might prove more persuasive
with decision makers than their ver-
bal statements had been. In 1970 the
CIub of Rome tumed to Jay Foffester
of MIT, who had developed a com-
puter technique for dealing with the
complexities of industrial production
and had already applied it to social
questions as well. Lr late 1970 fund-
ing was secured, and an international
staff of seventeen specialists at MIT,
under the direction of Dennis Mead-
ows, began work on a world model
based on Forrester's concept of sys-
tem dynamics. In addition to the
technical reports presented at meet-
ings in I97 | , the MIT team produced
a book intended for the general pub-
Irc, The Limits to Growth, written by
Donella Meadows.

The Limits to Growhwas imme-
diately hailed by many as revolu-
tionary, teaching us how to see the
Earth as a closed system and, with
its sophisticated interconnections,
ecluations, data tables, giving us the
courage to address problems that
had seemed impossibly complex. It
was also reviled by others who
pointed out the imprecision of the
variables, or the ingenuity of human
beings in overcoming limits, or the
apparefit {ailure of previous models
(most notably the one offered by

Thomas Malthus in 1798). Ironi-
cally, the book was born into a

world riding a Z)-year crest of eco-
nomic growth. Who neededits (sup-
posed) "gloom and doom"? Two
years later, however, an oil embargo
sent a shudder through the indus-
trial world and cast the question of
energy production and consumption
in a whole new light.

The debate sparked by The Limits
to Crowh continues, as researchers
revise their models and update their
data in support of "progrowth" or
"sustainable" economies. Many are
now focusing more on critical assess-

ments of economic models and less
on Forrester-type "world models."
The Club of Rome itself has changed
its emphasis, choosing to focus on
discrete aspects of global problems
(for example, international law re-
garding the use of the seas). Its most
recent monograph, Taking Nature
into Account, criticizes the kind of
"national accounting" that makes
the gross national product (GNP)
such an influential (and distorted)
measure of economic success.

To return to our initial question:
why is the publication of The Lim-
its to Growth worth commemorat-
ing? It marked the first time that a

giobal model of this sort had been
commissioned by an independent
body (rather than a government or
the United Nations). But perhaps

OI
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more impoftafltlyt it was the first
study to make an explicit link be-
tween economic growth and conse-
quences for the environment. It
questioned the reigning dogma that
"growth is good" and forcefully in-
serted the concept of sustainability
into our policy debates.

We hope this issue of Quantum
will give you some sense of the ex-
citement and hope arising from
work with system dynamics and
world modeling. Our sampling of
this vast subject area consists of five
feature articles:

. "The Limits to Gtowth Revis-
ited" offers a primer on exponential
growth, overshoot, and dynamic
modeling.

o "Overshooting the Limits"
demonstrates different ways a limit
can be approached and the conse-
quences of overshooting it.

. "The World in a Bubble" takes
us inside the simulated Earth of Bio-
sphere 2, where sustainability be-
came a life-or-death issue.

r "Learning from a Virus" applies
the techniques of system dynamics
to the spread of an illness in a popu-
lation.

. "Input-output Economics" de-
scribes an ef{ort to harness I-O eco-
nomics to take account of the
"bads" produced by an economy as
well as the nonrenewable resources
required to sustain it.

Our Kaleidoscope in this issue is
a graphical representation of the re-
vised World3 model that appears in
BeyondtheLimits, the 1991 sequel
to The Limits to Growth. The
model, along with its supporting
equations and data, is included in
the {reely distributed modeling soft-
ware Vensim PLE (see page 19).

TheQuantum staffwould like to
thank Kurt Kreith of the University
of California-Davis for his unflag-
ging efforts as the editor of this spe-
cial issue. We welcome comments
from our readers. Our e-mail address
is quantum@nsta.org; our postal ad-
dress is Quantum, 1840 Wilson Bou-
levard, Arlington Y A 22201 -3000.

-Tim Weber,
Managing Editor
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The linlts Io 0t owllt reuisited

A bit of history, and a challenge to our readers

by Kurt Kreith

I T HAS BEEN 25 YEARS SINCE

I ffr" Club of Rome published its
I provocative study The Limits to
I Crowth, To commemorate this
event the editors of Quantumhave
undertaken a special issue, one that
describes The Limits to Growthand
examines its implications. It also in-
vites Quantumreaders to engage in
some "dynamic modeling" as de-
scribed in this and subsequent ar-
ticles.

Contrary to the usual Quantum
fare, my introduction to The Limits
to Growth(let's call it LTG for short)
will not deal with an established
scientific phenomenon or math-
ematical structure. Rather, it pre-
sents LTG's framework for thinking
about the Earth's ability to sustain
both humankind and our industrial
economy. Also we will become fa-
miliar with some remarkable soft-
ware that can help us develop our
own framework for thinking about
what The Club of Rome's founder
referred to as "the predicament of
mankind."

But before turning to LTG itself,
it may be useful to recall some other
historical eYents. When Nicolaus
Copernicus published his monu-
mental De Revolutionibus Orbium
Celestium ("On the Revolution of
the Celestial Spheres"), he also con-
fronted the world with a controver-

sial new framework for thinking
about a system/ namely the solar
system comprised of the earth, sun
and its planets. The immediate
question, "Is Copernicus correct?"
was, in retrospect/ not the most im-
portant cluestion to ask. The Coper-
nican model, one in which the Earth
and planets pursue circular orbits
about a stationary Sun, is in detail
not correct. Nonetheless, Coper-
nicus's heliocentric framework for
thinking about celestial change was
a monumental step, one that set the
stage for Kepler, Newton, and others
to apply the finishing touches.

Similarly, when Charles Darwin
published Origin of Species, he
sought to explain the diversity of life
forms on earth without reference to
modern principles of heredity (to say
nothing of DNA). Nonetheless,
Darwin's theory of natural selection
provided an important new frame-
work that enabled others to think
more creatively about the natural
worid. Without claiming that LTG
is destined to play a comparable role
in understanding the environmental
issues confronting our civilization,
it is worth noting that science often
advances in a less than orderly fash-
ion.

Such historical examples also
suggest that a 25th anniversary may
be somewhat premature for efforts

to resolve the controversies that sur-
round LTG. It was inore than a hun-
dred years before Newton provided
the Copernican model with its final
vindication, showing that the mo-
tion of the planets follows from an
inverse square law of gravitation.
And while Darwinism continues to
command great respect, the precise
role of natural selection in evolu-
tionary change remains a topic of
controversy to this day.

Accordingly, this issue ol Quan-
tumis at best an "interim report" on
The Limits to Growth. Aside from
describing the framework that LTG
provides for thinking about "the pre-
dicament of mankind," it is also in-
tended to provide Quantumreaders
with an introduction to the field of
"system dynamics." Indeed, it is
LTG's compelling arguments for the
need to address issues of environ-
mental change in the context of "the
global system" that may turn out to
be LTG's most lasting legacy.

IhB glotal$ystgln

So what is the global system that
LTG so forcefully called to our at-
tention? In a nutshel1, it calls for an
embedding of human activity
within the earth's ecosystem and
then taking account of the many
connections and interactions that
exist. The overall idea is expressed

OUAlllIUllil/fIAIlJRt



solar energy

global ecosystem
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plttnetttry sinks

Figure 1

in figure 1 (reproduced from a 1992
sequel to LTG called Beyond the
Limits).

Such a diagram raises topics from
the physical sciences that have been
addressed in past Quantum articles.
The large circle can be thought of as

representing the boundary of a

physical system/ one that is open to
energy flows but (neglecting an oc-
casional meteorite or water mol-
ecule) closed to material flows.
Such a closed system is subject to
the laws of thermodynamics and
can therefore be studied in terms of
established physical principles. In
the |uly/August. 1995 issue of
Quantum ("The Power of the Sun
and You"), V. and T. Lange point
out that, at a distanc e of 93 million
miles, a square meter oriented per-
pendicular to the sun's rays receives
1.4 k| of solar radiation each second.
In the November/December, 1995
issue ("Less Heat and More Light"),
Y. Amstislavsky reviews the physi-
cal laws governing thermal radia-
tion (or "heat 1oss" in the above dia-
gram). And in the MarchlApril,
1991 issue ("Atmospherics"), A.
Byalko sets forth the physical laws
governing the Earth's thermal equi-
librium, a subject of growing inter-

est in connection
with global cli-
mate change.

While such a
thermodynamic
analysis of the glo-
ba1 ecosystem may
be lurking in the
background, it is
the middle rect-
angle labeled "Eco-
nomic Subsystem"
that is at the heart
of LTG. For here is
a subsystem of the
closed global eco-
system/ one that is
subject to human
decision making.
While physical sys-
tems tend tobe de-
terministic in na-
turg this economic
subsystem is be-
lieved to be subject

to free will. It is, after all, the deci-
sions we make as individuals and
through our governing institutions
that are at the heart of our efforts to
address environmental issues.

Focusing on this economic sub-
system, LTG's developers singled
out three major components: hu-
man population, food, and indus-
trial production. Going on to iden-
tify "planetary sources" with
resources and "planetary sinks"
with pollution, one arrives at the
five variables whose interaction was
studied in LTG.

In mathematical terms it is
tempting to represent these five
LTG variables as vertices of a regu-
lar pentagon lfi1.2). A daunting task
facing LTG's authors was the formu-
lation of "functional relationships"

among the variables in figure 2, ones
that specify how changes in one
variable will affect the others. Some
of these relationships are familiar
ones, such as the dependence of
population on food and the depen-
dence o{ industrial production on
resources. However others, such as

the dependence of food on pollution
and on industrial production, tend to
be more subtle. Formulating such
functional relations and then trans-
lating them into language under-
standable by a computer is the es-
sence of the "World3" model
underlying LTG.

Why was [T0 mnll'ouensial?
In 1972 the MIT Project Team

headed by Dennis Meadows pub-
lished a nontechnical report entitled
The Limits to Growth. After de-
scribing the exponential growth that
has marked human population and
industrial activity throughout the
20th century, LTG presented a se-
ries of "scenarios" generated by the
World3 mode1. It also presented
three conclusions, the first of r'vhich
can be broken into two parts:

la. If the present trends in world
population, industrial ization,
pollution, food production and
resource depletion continue un-
changed, the limits to growth on
this planet will be reached
sometime within the next one
hundred years.

lb. The most probable result will be
a rather sudden and uncontrol-
lable decline in both population
and industrial capacity.

My reason for breaking conclu-
sion I into two parts i. t^ -il'-.l.llt
the controver.ial ft ::' :.-.- :r.1n-
dane. Simple "L.ack ::.-. ::-.':-,r,pe ''

calcLrlati,,n- -.' - -i---- : -,n-
clusir,n 1.. ,r-, --,rr:r- r.: -r-nt1al
Iilt.: : :- -- *:--:-:.iery-10
'.'a-'rl.: - : ..- :,-,--,:-,.:- pOpUla-
.. -..- --:rllionin
- . , - ..::t :is to about

- -'- : .:-- -. -,ld per person
- - , - 

-- r- r:r:.1 :o the almost 2

- - : : ::: li-\' uSed tO Sustain
' - - : -.,- -- .st1-1e of the average
- - : ' -. -- :re re are individuals

IESOUICES

food
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who wish to challenge conclusion
1a, we need only change "one hun-
dred years" to "two hundred years."
But rather than dwell on this point,
let us accept LTG's assertion that
exponential growth cannot be in-
definitely sustained

But what about conclusion lb? Is
it unduly alarmist? Might not the
approach of limits simply lead to a
reductionin growth, one that corre-
sponds to a smooth leveling off of
human population and industrial
production? On what basis did LTG
raise the specter of " a rathu sudden
and uncontrollable decline in both
population and industrial cap acity"
as a likely scenario?

Critics raised other questions as

wel1. To what extent do the func-
tional relationships connecting
LTG's five variables reflect the com-
plexity of "the real world"? In what
sense did the insights developed in
working with World3 provide a ba-
sis for LTG's conclusions? It was
here that ararrge of important ques-
tions about the nature and signifi-
cance of mathem atical. modeling
came to the fore.

Such questions were not unantici-
pated. LTG's World3 modei was pre-
ceded by an earlier "world model"
described in lay Forrester's book
World Dynamics. Both LTG and
World Dynamics stressed the fistinc-
tion between predictions and sce-
narios, noting that computer models
tend to generate the latter. Also, these
authors did not claim to represent
"the real world" in terms of just five
variables. They pointed out, however,
that all human decisions are based on
some sort of mental model and that,
uniike Wor1d3, many of the assump-
tions that go into our mental models
are not explicitly spelled out. By tak-
ing into account phenomena that arc
neither intuitive nor part of our expe-
rience, LTG's authors believed that
World3 did provide new insights,
ones that can serve as a valuable ad-
junct to our mental models.

Quantum readers interested in
pursuing this debate may want to
begin by reading The Limits to
Growth or its 1992 sequel Beyond
the Limits. They will then be in a

position to confront the arguments
of LTG's critics (both sequels and
critiques are listed at the end of this
article). For our purposes/ however,
it will be more productive to side-
step this debate and focus on the
underlying ideas from system dy-
namics. For once we are familiar
with some of the modeling tech-
niques arising in LTG, we wiil be in
a better positions to reach our own
conclusions about the uses and
limitations of Wor1d3 and of math-
ematical models in general.

But before setting LTG aside, let's
note its two other conclusions. Con-
clusion 2 reflects the fact that Wor1d3
is not inherently apocalyptic. That is,
by changing some of the "inputs"
that underlie LTC's more pessimistic
scenarios, World3 is capable of gener-
ating scenarios that embody
"sustainability." In this vein, LTG's
second conclusion states:

2. It is possible to alter these growth
trends and to establish a condi-
tion of ecological and economic
stability that is sustainable far
into the future. The state of glo-
bal equilibrium could be designed
so that the basic needs of each
person are satisfied and each per-
son has an equal opportunity to
rcalize his individual human po-
tential.

The third and final conclusion is
one to which we shall return after
doing some modeling ourselves. It
aSSeItS:

3. If the world's people decide to
strive for this second outcome
rather than the first, the sooner
they begin working to attain it,
the greater will be their chances
of success.

tnlel' STEIIA
In the course of their develop-

ment of World3, the authors of LTG
made use of ideas from system dy-
namics that are now embodied in
several kinds of computer software.
Among these is a remarkable icon-
based simulation software package
called STELLA9 By way of setting
the stage for some of the other mod-

flow

Figure 3

eling projects in this issue of Quan-
tum, it will be useful to describe
some of the features of STELLA.

STELLA modeling is based on
four icons, which enable us to rep-
resent dynamical systems in an in-
tuitive format. By way of illustra-
tion, we begin with just two icons.
One is a rectangle, representing a
reservoir (or stockl, and the other is
a pipe wlth an arrow at one end
called aflow (fig.3).

The simple system represented in
figure 3 can be interpreted as a tank
being filled with water. If we mea-
sure volume in terms of gallons and
time in terms of minutes, the flow
would be measured in terms of gal-
lons/minute.

One of STELLA's most important
capabilities is the following: given a
specified flow (in tems of gallons
pet minute), calculate the amount
(gallons) of water accumulated in
the tank in T minutes.

If the flow is constant (say, 3 gal-
lons/minute), the answeris easy. The
amount of water accumulated in the
tank is given by 37, where 3 is the
rute of flow and 7 is the amount of
time elapsed. If, however, the flow
varies with time, the problem be-
comes more challenging. Denoting a
nonconstant flow by f(tl, we might
now approximate the amount of wa-
ter accumulated at time 7 by (t )

monitoring the rate of flow at given
time intervals, (2) assumlng the flow
is essentially constant between such
monitoring, and (3) calculating the
resulting accumulation by applying
the rule "volume : tate x time" in
these smail time intervals.

Let's illustrate this idea in the
case of a tank that is being filled at
f(t) = 2t+ 1 gallons/minute for 4 min-
utes. A(t) will denote our approxima-
tion for the amount of water accu-
mulated in the tank (fig. 4).
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Time fQ) AQ)

0< r< l 1 t

1<t<2 3 I + 3(1 - 1)

2<t<3 5 4+5(t-2)

3<t<4 7 9+7(l-3)

Figure 4

If we are only interested in calcu-
latingAltl at the integer times t = 1,

2,3, and 4, we could do the same
calculation by means of a simple
spread sheet program (see "Look,
Ma-No Calculus!" in the Novem-
ber/December 1994 issue of Quan-
tum). This spreadsheet corresponds
to repeated applications of the rule

Alr): A(r - rl + f(r - Il (1)

for T : l, 2, 3, or 4 (fig. 5).
Problem 1. Verify that equation

(1) corresponds to Alrl = A(0) + l(0)
| + flll. 1 + ... + f(T -1) . 1, where
A(0) is the volume of water in the
tank at t :0.

Problem 2. Apply the scheme in
figure 4 (or figure 5) to the flow
f(t): t + t2 to calculate A(41.

In case greater accwacy is de-
sired, we could monitor the flow
into the tank more frequently than
once a minute. Monitoring such
flows four times a minute calis for
repeated appiications of the rule
Altl = A(t - o.zsl + f(t - o.2s)14. As in
problem I above, this leads to

/(o) r(0.2s\ /(o.s)Alr)= A(0)+.0 *i*-l
f(0.7s\ f(r -0.2s)

I:] I-

44

Those familiar with calculus may
notice that A(T) is just a "Riemann

sum conesponding to
the integral of fltl
from r:0 to t =7." In
other words, lurking
underneath
STELLA's friendly
icons is a spreadsheet
program that per-
forms numerical inte-
gration and thereby
provides approximate
solutions to problems
such as

Figure 6

dA?= f(t),
UL

A(o)= h'
However, one of the beauties of such
software packages is that they en-
able us to conceptualize and ttrlJTr't

dynamical systems without involv-
ing the calculus. This capability also
enables us to do some rather sophis-
ticated modeling in an icon-based
format, one that requires only alge-
bra and functional notation.

By way of introducing STELLA's
two other icons, let's consider a

mundane example: the tank that sits
on the back of the ubiquitous flush
toilet! This tank has both an outfiow
(for creating a siphon effect in the
toilet) and an inflow (for refilling the
tank). Inside the tank there is a

"float," one that links the rate of
inflow to the amount of water in the
tank and is responsible for shutting
off the inflow once the tank has ac-
quired a prescribed level. In model-
ing such a system, STELLA uses a

connector to reflect the fact that in-
flow depends on the amount of wa-
ter in the Tank (fig. 5).

Also included in figure 5 is a cir-
cular icon called aconvefierthat can
be used to introduce a variable or
"parameter" that affects the

system's dynamics. In the context of
figure 5, the converter called max
inflow is connected to inflow. What
we have in mind is the fact that toi-
1et tanks have shutoff valves whose
setting controls the maximum rate
at which the tank can be refilled.

Having created such a dynamical
system, STELLA's dialog boxes en-
able us to program rules such as the
following into a spreadsheet under-
lying these icons:

1. At time t : 0, the Tank contains 11

gallons of water-that is, A(0) = 11.

2. At time t = l, a flush drains the
tank at 7 gallons/s for 2 seconds.

3. The max inflow converter is set at
2 gallons/s.

4. The inflow is given by the smaller
of max inflow and 11 - Tank.

When this symbolic toilet is flushed,
the water in the tank falls rapidly for
two seconds. As soon as the volume
falls below 11 gallons, the tank be-
gins refilling, as defined by inflow in
nsle 4, until it again reaches its ca-
pacrty of 11 gallons.

Not only does STELLA calculate
the changes in the variabies high-
lighted above, it will also draw a
graph describing the dynamics of
such a system (fig.7).

As you may have guessed by now,
these computational techniques can
be applied to phenomena other than
just tanks and water flows. A reser-
voir can represent a population, with
flows in and out representing births
and deaths. A reservoir can also rep-
resent money in the bank, with
flows in and out representing depos-
its and withdrawals. Indeed, a host
of different variables that are subject
to increase and decrease according

Tank

A B
'1 Time f(t A(r)

Z 0 =2*42+1 0

=42+1 =2*A3+1 =C2+P2*1
4 =A3+1 =2*44+1 =C3+83*1
tr =A4+1 =2*A5+1 =C4+P4*1
o =A5+1 =Z At;*, I =C5+85.1

Figure 5
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Figure 7

to some mathematical rule can be
represented by such an icon. Fur-
thermore, the rate at which a vai-
able changes can depend on that
variable itself (this is called feed-
back) and on the state of other vari-
ables (this occurs in a system).

Against this background, we can
now think of elaborating on figure 2
in STELLA format. The vertices of
the pentagon would be replaced by
five "sectors" containing reservoirs
with numerous inflows and out-
flows. The ten edges would be re-
piaced by a bevy of connectors and
converters that reflect functional re-
lationships between population,
food, pollution, industrial capacity,
and resources. The resulting iconic
diagram wouid provide a detailed
blueprint for anyone seeking an ex-
plicit understanding of the assump-
tions that underlie this particular
"wor1d model."

When LTG appeared in 1972,
very few people were in a position to
understand such models, their uses,
and their limitations. By contrast (as

we'll see below), software such as
STELLA now makes the underlying

Balance

63d

ideas accessible to anyone with a
modern desktop computer.

Pnlulation dynamics
In "Look, Ma-No Calculusl"

(November/December 199 41, spread-
sheets and banking analogies were
used to describe some important
ideas from population dynamics.
Here "$100 deposited in a bank at
10% interest per yeal' was the start-
ing point for developing the concept
of exponential growth, while varia-
tions on this banking theme led to
other phenomena. Let's now con-
sider how STELLA enables us to
deal with these same ideas and, in
particular, with investigation 2 as
posed in "Look, Ma-No Calculus!"

A balance of $100 deposited at
10% interest corresponds to the
STELLA icons shown in figure B.

Here we must also use STELLA's
dialog boxes to specify that the ini-
tial Balance is 100 and that the in-
terest is 0.1 ' Balance. Given simple
interest paid annually, this leads to
the results shown in figure 9.

However, STELLA can also be
asked to compound your interest
quarterly, implementing the rule
Blt + 0.2s1 : Bltl + 0.02s . B(r) (fis. 10).
This is done by setting DT = 0.25 in
STELLA's "Time Specs" menu. {On
most older versions of STELLA
DT :0.25 is the default setting. To
get annual compounding one must
set D7 = 1.)

Continuing in this vein, investi-

Figure 9

gati.on 2 from "Look, Ma-No Ca1-
culusl" .was based on a dubious
Murky Savings and Loan, one that
offers its clients aL atttactiye l0%
rate of interest. Flowever, Murky
also subjects their accounts to a
"very sma11" service fee of O.OsYo,
albeit one that is applied to the
square of the balance! In terms of
STELLA's icons, this means that the
reservoir Balance also has an out-
flow attached to it, which we'll call
fee (fig. 11).

The connectors from Balance to
both interest and fee enable us to
specify that interest = 0.1 . Balance,
while fee = 0.0005 .Balance .Bal-
ance. With dialog boxes so defined,
STELLA readily provides a graph
describing the growth of $100 depos-
ited at Murky (tig.l2l.

To see why an initial deposit of
$100 never grows past $200 at Murky,
let B(t) denote the balance a{ter t

10;5'l PM 7/1/97 i
Time Balance

0 s100.00

1 $1 10.00

$121.00

Fina $133.10

10:55 PM 7/1/97 Table 1

Years Balance

.00 $100.0c

.25 $102.50

.50 $1 0s.06

$107.69

1.00 $1 10.38

1.2t $1 13.14

1.5C $1 15.97

1.78 $.118.87

2.0c $ 12't .84

2.25 $1 24.8S

2.50 $128.01

2.75 $131.21

Fina $1 34.49

Figure B

interest

Figure 10
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Balance

interest

Figure 11

years. Assuming annual compound-
ing, Murky's rule can be written

B(t + 1) - Blt) = 0.1 . B(r)- 0.000s .

B(t).B(tl
= 0.000s (200 - B(tl) . Bltl.

This formulation shows that bal-
ances under $200 will grow in value,
but that balances over $200 wili ac-

tually decline in value. At B : 200
the annual service fee of 0.0005 ' 82
exactly cancels out the annual inter-
est of 0.1 . 8.

Problem 3. Given quarterly com-
pounding, B(t + ll{ - B(t):0.025 .

B(t) - 0.00012s . Bltl. B(t). what will
happen to $50 deposited at Murky
under this rule?

While unlikely in the world of
banking, these ideas do occupy an
honored place in population dynam-
ics. During the 19th century a Be1-

gian biologist named Verhulst sug-
gested that in certain constraining
situations (for instance/ yeast cells
in a closed jar) populations do grow
according to the ruLedNldt = a .N(t)

- b . Nltlz, where the constant a re-
flects the population's unfettered
growth rate and b reflects the sever-

ity of some external constraint to
continued growth. Given annual
compounding, dNldt corresponds to
N(t + 1)- N(t), and Verhulst's equa-
tion becomes

ru(t).

The fact that such a population in-
creases if N < alb and decreases if N
> a/b suggests that af b canbe inter-
preted as the " carrying capacity" o{
the system being represented. That
is, if N(0) . alb, such a population
will grow, but neverpast its limiting
value of alb.tnLTG such S-shaped
functions are said to correspond to
sigmoid growth.

Of course we should not take
such models too seriously. The
ruleN{t + 1) -N(t) : d N(t) -b. N(t)a
also leads to sigmoid $owth-but
toward a different limit. To see this,
you need only calculate what hap-
pens if Murky applied its 0.05% ser-
vice fee to the cube of your balancel
What is important here is that a

linear feedb ack" a. Mt)" is being off-
set by an opposite effect
"-b .flNltl)," where f(N) is of the
form }/r, p > l. Such "superlinear
damping" terms also give rise to a

form of sigmoid growth whose lim-
its are determined by a arrdb.

Problem 4. Find the " carryrng ca-
pacity" of an environment in which
a population grows according to
N(t + 1) - lr(r) : 0.1 . N- 0.000s ' M.
Repeat for N(r + 1)- N(t) :0.1 . N -j
o'ooo5 'Itlslz'

Bacil tn LTG

While LTG's World3 addressed
the interaction of five different vari-
ab1es, the Verhulst equation deals
with only one. Yet even such a one-
dimensional "shadow" of World3
can provide important insight into
the phenomena arising in LTG. Sup-
pose that after finding that figte 9
generates exponential $owth (of the
kind that has marked human popu-
lation and industrial production
throughout the 20th century), we
have done some back-of-the-enve-
lope calculations indicating that
such exponential growth cannot be
sustained throughout the 21st cen-
tury. Then, going back to Verhulst's
time-honored ideas from population
dynamics, we have also hypoth-
esized a form of "superlinear damp-
ing" of the form _,bNz, perhaps re-
flecting the effects of pollution and
declining resources on the global
ecosystem.

Well, so far so good. The sigmoid
growth given by Verhulst's model
corresponds to a "soft landing,"
whereby a population stabilizes at
its carrying capacrty N : alb. (The
important fact that carrying capac-
ity may itself change with time is
addressed in equations (2) and (3)

below.) This raises the following
important question: What was it
aboutWorld? that coruesponded to
"a rather sudden and unconfiol-
lable decline in both population
and industrial capacity" !

Investigation 2 from "Look, Ma-
No Calculus!" suggests that at least
part of the answer lies in a phenom-
enon called "delayed feedback." Re-

call that in programming the dialog

ru(t + t)- N(r) = a N(r)- b.N

=o l;-r(,)l

(,)'

1: Balance

200.00

a
o.00

Graph 1

Figure 12
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boxes corresponding to figure 12, we
infisated that it is thecurrentbalance
that determines the year-end pay-
ments and withdrawals. Such as-
sumptions also underlie the Verhulst
equation and the reiated models in
which superlinear damping leads to
sigmoid gowth.

But what if a population manages
to inject delays into the nonlinear
damping term that determines the
limits imposed by its carrying capac-
ity? Such delays could arise as the
result of a society's reliance on non-
renewable resources to sustain eco-
nomic growth or the fact that it
takes time for pollution to affect our
health and degrade the soil.

Investigation 2 provides some im-
portant insights into such "delayed
damping" in terms of a banking anal-
ogy. Here we suppose that Murky of-
fers its established customers the fol-
lowing alternate way of. computing
the service fee on their accounts. Af-
ter 10 years with Murky, your service
fee will be based not on this year's
balance, but on your balance 4, 6, or
8 years earlier. What is the effect of
such delayed damping on money de-
posited with Murky?

STELLA provides an easy way of
answering such questions. In pro-

gramming figure 12's dialog box for
fee, we simply replace fee = 0.0005 .

Balance Balance by fee = DE-
tAY(0.0005 . Balance .Balance, dl,
where d ref"ers to a converter with a
positive value. STELLA now enables
us to do a "sensitivity rLLn," plotting
Balance for a range of values such as
d = 4, 6, and 8. The outcome is
shown in figure 13.

With this delayed damping model
we are able to realize the four behav-
ior modes that LTG associated with
a growing population. We have al-
ready seen how positive feedback
Ieads to exponential growth in the
absence of limits and to sigmoid
yowth in the presence of super-
linear damping with immediate
feedback. The two other modes that
STELLA has just helped us discover
are calied overshoot and oscillation
to equilibrium and overshoot and
collapse.In the case of our modified
Verhulst equation, these two phe-
nomena correspond to delayed feed-
back with small and large delays,
respectively. In the context of
Wor1d3, such phenomena are ac-
companied by an erosion of carrying
capacity (a1so reflected in the
Malthus-Condorcet model below).
While far simpler than World3, in-

vestigation 2 does provide us with
mathematical insight into LTG's fi-
na1 conclusion:

"If the world's people decide to
strive for this second [sustainable]
outcome rather than the first, the
sooner they begin working to attain
it, the greater will be their chances
of success."

[Ulot'e qtte$liolts alld dslam
Well, you have now seen some

applications of STELLA and have
gained some insight into dynamic
modeling. But what about the impli-
cations of all this for The Limits to
Growth?

The conclusion that I drew was
that the framework that LTG pro-
vided for thinking about environ-
mental issues was path breaking.
First, it pioneered the use of com-
puter technology to model environ-
mental issues on a global scale in the
context ol a closed system. Second,
it called for taking account of delays
in building such models, an impor-
tant innovation that theorists such
as Verhulst were probably unable to
handle. Indeed, investigation 2 in
"Look, Ma-No Calculus!" corre-
sponds to the numerical solution of
a delay differential equation dN I dt
= 0.lN(r) - 0.000sN(t - d)2. The
mathematical theory for such equa-
tions is scarcely 50 years old.

Others have drawn very different
conclusions. In his recent bookHow
Many People Can the Earth Sup-
port!,loel Cohen worries about the
extent to which a model such as
World3 can truly reflect the com-
plexity and unpredictability of the
real world. How near to "the real
thing" does a model have to be to
play a useful role in debates on re-
lated social issues? Coheh refers to
such models as "mathematical car-
toons" that can be effective in both
conveying and distorting truths.

However, Cohen himself is not
immune from the lure of modeling.
In a rec.ent article entitled "Popula-
tion Growth and Earth's Human
Carrying Capacity " (S cience, luly
21, 1995}, he develops a different
generalization of the Verhulst equa-
tion, one that he calls the Malthus-

1: Balance

400.00

Figure 13
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Condorcet model. Instead of relying
on a single'differential equation
dNldt: aN(r) - bN(t)2 = blalb -
lf(r)lN(t), Cohen considers a system
of equations

ff = rr(t1lx(r)- r,(t)], l2l

4=r 4!. t3ldt dt

with the following interesting inter-
pretation. Equation (2) resembles the
Verhulst equation for a population of
size P(tl in an envilonment with car-

rying capacity K. However, as in the
real world, K is not constant. Rather,
according to equation (3), 1( has a
growth rate that is proportional to the
growth rate of P(t). This reflects the
point of view that "eYery human be-
ing represents hands to work and not
just another mouth to feed." The
question of whether the productivity
of our hands exceeds the demands of
our mouths would, in this model, be
reflected by whether c is positive or
negative. And it is the case c < 0 that
corresponds to the erosion of re-
sources/ a concept that plays an im-
portant role in LTG.

hr his analysis of these equations,
Cohen observes that the "annual
compounding" solution generates the
same four behavior modes (exponen-
tial, sigmoid, overshoot and oscilla-
tion to equilibrium, and overshoot
and coliapse) encountered in LTG
(and exhibited by our delay Verhulst
ecluation dNldt = aN(t) - bNlt - dlzl.

Figure 14

l2 stPTEIilBtn/oEToBEn rssT

In his critique of The Limits to
Growth, Cohen observes that a

model as transparent as equations (2)

and (3) suffices to generate behavior
modes that LTG associated with
Wor1d3. This leads him to ask
whether the authors of LTG may
have based their conclusions on an
unnecessarily complex model, whose
lack of transparency can mislead
those unversed in system dynamics.

Rather t}rran try to resolve such
different interpretations, let us note
that the Malthus-Condorcet model,
recently cited in a premier research
journal, is readily accessible to any-
one equipped with systems software
such as STELLA. The diagram in fig-
ure 14 wili get you started.

lnf.act, you are now in a position
to elaborate on Cohen's Malthus-
Condorcet model as well. For ex-
amp1e, you can use STELLA's built-
in DELAY command to replace
equation (2)with

dP
- = rK\t)t'1t1- flQ - d)2 . l2')at

In this way computer technology
and system dynamics can help you
engage issues that lie at the cutting
edge of scientific discourse.

Exercises

1. Suppose Murky tries to save
money by updating your account ev-
ery ten years, tather than eYery yeat.
That means that after 10 years you
wouldreceive 10 x 10% : 100% inter-

est on your last
balance and pay a
service fee of 10 x
0.05%: 0.5% on
the square of your
last balance. Cal-
culate the value of
$100 after 10,20,
and 30 years.
What do you
think would hap-
pen to $100 depos-
ited at Murky for
100 years?

2. Suppose that
Murky becomes
even more sloppy,
compoundingevery

thirty years instead of every ten. Ca1-

culate the value of $100 after 30, 50,
and 90 years. What do you think
would happen to $100 deposited at
Murky for 1,000 years?

3. When c > 0 in equation (3), a
generalization might call for replac-
ing c with LIP(tl, where I is a posi-
tive constant and P(t) is the size of
the population at time t. This corre-
sponds to the assumption that a
population's ability to enhance the
Earth's carrying capacity will de-
cline as P gets large. What additional
connectors and converters are
needed to accommodate this gener-
alization in figure 14?

4.In the context of the Malthus-
Condorcet model (equations (2) and
(3)), generaltze on exercise 3 so that
K(t) increases when P < 2 and de-
creaseswhenP>2.
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821 1

Match boxes,In the picture you see twelve matches arranged in
three squares. Arrange the matches to form six squares (again
with a side length of one whole match). (I. Sharygin)

BRAINTEASERS

Jusl lol' Iho lun ol il!

821 2
Six and three. Find six points on the plane such
that each of them lies at a distance 1 from exactly
three other points of this set. (I. Yaschenko)

821 3
Ratio of ratiocinators. Every seventh mathematician is a philoso-
pher, and every ninth philosopher is a mathematician. So which is
more numerous, mathematicians or philosophers? (A. Spivak)

821 4
Look out below. Find the fraction
between 9 6 I 35 and 97 I 36 with the
smallest denominator. (D. Averyanov)

821 5
Excellent squarc. Cut the square in the figure into four identical
parts/ so that each part contains exactly one X. (I. Sharygin)

ANSWERS, HINTS & SOLUTIOIVS O/V PAGE 61
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On plateaus and the various ways to reach them

by Bob Eberlein

0uer$hooliltu lhe limils

HE LIMITS TO GROWTH (LTG) HAS BEEN A
topic of discussion for the last 25 yearst and that
discussion has often generated, as one of the au-
thors Donella Meadows is fond of saying, more

heat than iight. Of the many points raised by this work,
avery important one has often been overlooked because
of its simplicity. While many have criticizedWorld Dy-
namics andThe Limits to Growhas being simply a re-
statement of Malthus's Essay on the Principle of Popu-
lation, there is a fundamental difference. While Malthus
tried to explain why the human condition was destined
to be one of perpetual suffering, the LTG work addressed
the dynamics of change, showing that the human con-
dition could improve significantly, and degrade even
more quickly.

Thomas Malthus was an English economist who
lived from 1755 to 1834. He is most famous for his work
suggesting that human population growth would pro-
ceed in unchecked exponential growth in the absence
of any constraints. He also thought that food production
could not ever do more than grow linearly and therefore
conciuded that most people would always live at a mea-
ger subsistence income level. It was this work of
Malthus that led some to label economics "the dismal
science."

Malthus relied on logic, mathematical analysis, and
written arguments to support his position. The Limits
to Growth made use of a simulation model. These two
approaches do not represent exclusive alternatives-
rather, they should be considered complementary.
Mathematical and logical arguments can often be used
to summarize the results of simulation studies. Simu-
lation models can also be used to test conjectures and
explore issues that do not easily lend themselves to rig-

orous mathematical analysis. In this article I will de-
scribe the use of simulation techniques to explore the
so-called "overshoot prob1em. "

The computer simulation environment used in this
articleis Vensim@PLE (Personal Learning Edition). This
software is free for educational use and information on
how to obtain it is provided at the end of the article.

Populalion grottuilr

At the heart of all this discussion is the fact that " a
thousand millions are just as easily doubled every
twenty-five years by the power of population as a thou-
sand" (Malthus). In more mathematical terms, we
would express this as " the r ate of growth of population
is proportional to the popuiation itself." Using the stock
and flow notation of system dynamics, we can represent
this as shown in figure 1. Arrows with double lines are
used to represent a pipe through which a "flow" leads
to changes in a "stock." Births increase a population,
and this is indicated by the arrow births going into Popu-
lation. The variable deaths decreases Population, and
this is shown by the right-pointing arrow. The clouds

Figure 1

Simple population growth model.

births

I
live birth rate

deaths

I
I

verage lifetimea
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shown at the ends of these arrows are
used to indicate that source of births
and repository of deaths are outside the
boundaries. of the mode1. The curved
arrows that are shown connecting
Population to deaths, average lifetime
to deaths, and so on/ are used to indi-
cate functional dependence. That is, to
determine the value fordeaths we need
to know both Population and average
lifetime.

This picture represents a basic popu-
lation growth mode1, but it is not com-
plete. The picture says that births are
determined by Population and live
birth rate, but it does not specify the
exact nature of that relationship. Be-
hind the picture are the actual formu-
las or equations that specify the exact
relationships between variables. For
births we have

births = Population * live birth rate (1)

This equation says that the number of births at any time
is proportional to Population at that time. Aunit of time
is a central element to all system dynamics models, one
that is often left implicit in the formulation of the un-
derlying equations.

Our equation for deaths is formulated somewhat dif-
ferently. Since a (stable) population with an average life
span of 10 years has an annual death rate of l0o/o , we can
substitute l/average lifetime for death rate. This leads
to the equation

deaths = Population laverage lifetime (21

The equation for Population is a little different be-
cause Population is an accumulation-that is, a stock
whose change in size is determined by births minus
deaths. In equation (3) below we use Vensim notation
to specify that an initial population of 1.65 billion is ac-
cumulating births - deaths-that is, adding each year's
change to the previous year's value:

Population = INTEG(births -
deaths, 1.65e9) (3)

For this simple model we could ac-
tua1ly determine a closed-form solu-
tion that would give Population as a
function of time (see problem 1 at the
end of this article). This is, however,
not possible in general, and the simu-
lation approach to problems relies on
numerical computation/ not on find-
ing "analytical solutions" in terms of
formulas or algebraic expressions. Set-
ting average lifetime to 65 years, we
can simulate this model for several dif-
ferent values of live birth rate and see

Figure 2
U n con s tr ajn e d p c.tpul atton gr owth

normal average
lifetime

food supply ------>food per capita

normal food per capita

Figure 3
Population growth model with food consftaint

the results in figure 2.
For live birth rates larger than the death rate, all simu-

lations generated by this model will exhibit the same
type of behavior, namely exponential growth. The dif-
ference in results caused by seemingly sma1l differences
in live birth rate is striking.

Limiled lood $tt[ply
Malthus's most prominent thesis was that limitations

in the food supply would prevent the unchecked growth
in population that would otherwise occur. He argued that
as the population rises, the amount of food per person
falls, making disease, war, and famine more likely. In
terms of our system dynamics approach, we would have
to specify the functional relationships by which inad-
equate food supply contributes to deaths. This is con-
tained in the effect of food deaths function in figure 3.

To speciiy the functional relations in figure 3, we re-
place equation (2)with

live
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Figure 4
The "'effect of food deaths" function.

deaths = (Population/normal average lifetime) x effect of
food deaths

In Vensim notation, the next equations is

effect of food deaths = effect of food deaths
function(food per capita/normal food per capita) (5)

Measuring food in tons and food supply in tons/yearl
we now specify a nonlinear relationship between the ra-
tio food per capita/normal food per capita and resulting
increase in deaths. The Vensim notation

effect of food deaths function((O.1,100),
(0.25,10),(0.5,4l,,(0.75,L.51,(L,tl,(2,11) (5)

Figure 5
Population grow'th with a fixed food supply.

specifies a series of (x, ylparrs that gives
dse to the function shown in figure 4.

In this context/ we now complete
the model with the following Vensim
formulas:

food per capita =
food supply/Population

food supply = 3e+009
normal average lifetime = 65
normal food per capita = .s

The results of running such a simula-
tion for several live birth rates are
shown in figure 5. Three interesting
conclusions can be drawn from this.
First, the population grows and
achieves apTateatjust as Malthus said
it would. Second, while there are differ-
ences that result from changes in the
live birth rate, the population ap-
proaches an equilibrium regardless of
this rate. Third, the lower the birth

rate, the lower the equilibrium population reached and
therefore the greater the equilibrium food per capita.

While our analysis has led to some interesting re-
sults, they are essentially the same as those of Malthus.
However, the mechanisms we have modeled are more
appropriate to a "hunter-gatheter,, society than more
complex social forms, including our modern industrial
civilization. This leads us to ask, ,,What other things
can happen?"

Illonl'enewalle resoumes
A fundamental difference between The Limits to

Growh and figure 5 was the inclusion in LTG of a fi-
nite Nonrenewable Resources stock. This stock de-

creases as resources are used as part of
economic actiyity. In order to relate
this stock to the preceding model, we
include a target resource consumption
variable that is dependent on popula-
tion. To acknowledge the dependence
of agriculture on resources such as fuel,
watert ar'd ferti\izerl we change the
names of some variables and indicate
the fact that a lack of resources can
now also contribute to deaths (fig. 6 on
the next page).

The top part of figure 6 is precisely
the same as the one we saw previously,
with food repiaced by resources in the
variable names. The variable food sup-
ply has been incorporated into a more
complex relationship resource con-
sumption/ which is no longer a constant
but is dependent on target resource
consumption and Nonrenewable Re-
sources. The Vensim equation for
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effect of resources deathslive birth rate

target resource

Nonrenewable Resource
stocks will decrease ex-
ponentially, much like a

radioactive substance
with a half-life of about
140 years.

The results of running
this simulation for vari-
ous live birth rates are
shown in figure 7. Here
population is no longer
increasing monotonically
toward a plateau, but in-
stead rises well beyond
the levels achieved in
preceding models and
then falls. The different
values for live birth rate
change both the time and
the population level at
which the turnaround oc-
curs.

By adding in the nonre-
newable resource stock,
we have introduced a

resources per capita

resource
consumption

-r'/+
/\

'/ effect ofresources deaths

function
normal

resources per
capita

+- maximum fractional
extract

Figure 7
P opulation gr owth with nonr enewable t esour ces.

Figure 6
Population growth model with nonrenewable rusources.

resoutce consumption is

resource consumption = MlN(target resource con'
sumption, Nonrenewable Resources * maximum

fractional extraction). (11)

This equation says that resources are consumed at a rate
to meet the demands of the population except that there
is a limit on how fast the remaining resources can be ex-

tracted.
The equation for target resource consumption is

target resource consumption = Population *

normal resources per capita lI2)

and the equation forNonrenewable Re'
sources is

Nonrenewable Resources =
INTEG(-tesoutce
consumption,Se+12) (13)

This last equation indicates that an
initial resource stock of 5 ' 1012 units
is decreased by resource consumption.
The resource units correspond to an
amount that would provide for ten bil-
lion people for 1,000 years at the nor-
mal consumption rate of 10 units/per-
son/year. The maximum fractional
extraction is set at 0.005fyeat, which
corresponds to an accelerated extrac-
tion time of 200 years. It can be shown
(see problem 2 below) that once the
population is sufficiently large to put
pressure on resource extraction, the

new pattern of behavior for this model. This behavior
results from the fact that Nonrenewable Resources are

initially plentiful, but that their continued consumption
eventually makes them insufficient to support an expo-

nentially growing population. This result is not re-
stricted to a society's dependence on nonrenewable re-

source.
Even if we allow for resource renewal at a constant ratel

an overshoot of limits still occurs. The underlying prob-

lem is that there is an endowment of resources that can

support avery large population for a time, but that expo-
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AtoutUensim@ PLt
Vensim PLE is one member of the Vensim fam-
ily of software designed to make it easier to de-
velop and use high quality system dynamics
models. Vensim PLE is free for educational and
personal use. It can be downloaded from the
World Wide Web at http: I lwww.vensim.com.
Vensim PLE includes both the World2 model
documented inWorld Dynamics andthe Worid3
model as updated for Beyond the Limits. For
more information contact

Ventana Systems, Inc.
149 Waverley Street
Belmont MA 02178 USA

Phone: 617 489 5249
Fax:617 489 5315
E-mail: vensim@vensim.com
URL: http://www.vensim. com

nential growth, left unabate{ will exhaust any resource
that is not itself growing exponentially. A tragic example
is that of Easter Island. Here islanders harvested trees
faster than they could replenish themselves and, as a re-
sult, were unable to build canoes from which to fish.

In equation (1 1) above we specified that resources are
to be consumed according to the population,s needs, ex-
cept that no more that LlZ of one percent of the exist-
ing resources can be consumed in a single year. This is
a fairly gentle way of bumping into a resource limit. A
more complex and perhaps realistic formulation, such
as that used in the Worid models, can lead to more
abrupt overshoot and decline.

Conclusions
The lessons of. The Limits To Growh go far beyond

what we have touched on here. The centrally important
point made in this article is that adjustment to limits
need not involve a monotonic approach to a plateau. As
more realism is introduced into the model, taking into
account the interactions among pollution, industrial
capital, agriculture, and land, the overshoot and subse-
quent decline become significantly more pronounced.

Computer simulation provides an engaging way to
address the monotonicity question and convey it without
reference to calculus and differentiai equations. As a
buil&ng block for investigation, simulation has another
big advantage, While it may be tough to start out with an
elaborate structure for a model, simulation enables us to
build on simpler structures. Furthermore, once additional
structure is included, the resulting model still allows for
solutions based on simulation. By contrast, only the sim-
plest problems allow for closed-form solutions, and this
can make heuristic insights very di{ficult to deveiop.

Experimentation with simulation will always give

results. Intelligently used, these results can provide
important new insights and a great deal of learning.

Pt'oblems

1. An annual census reveals that an population of 100
rabbits has a live birth rate of 20% lyear and an average
life span of 10 years. Find a formula for the number of
rabbits at the end of n years.

2. A population uses I l2ooth of its remaining nonre-
newable resources eachyear. How many years will it
take for its resource reserves to be reduced to S0% of
their original level? O

Bob Eberlein is thehead of product development atVentana
lysterns, Inc. Heholds a Ph.D. in Managementfuom MIT and
has been consulting and teaching in the field of system dy-
namics since L984.
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The uuorld in a huhhle

"Planetary management" in the closed ecological systems
of Biosphere 2

by Joshua L. Tosteson

I N 1968. AN ECLECTIC INTER.
| ,rrrror, group or screnrrsrs/
I economists, politicians, and edu-

| "r.o* 
gru" oir., to anew organr-

zation, the Club of Rome, which
soon thereafter commissioned a
groundbreaking study known as the
Project on the Predicament of Man-
kind. The goal of the project was to
address humanity's growing impacts
upon the global system, and the pre-
dicament that "despite (our) consid-
erable knowledge and skills, (we do)
not understand the origins, signifi-
cancet and interrelationships of its
many components and thus (are) un-
able to devise effective responses."
The Limits to Growth (LTG for
short), whose legacy and influence
we explore in this issue of Quan-
tum, was the project's effort-and
perhaps humanity's first systematic
attempt-to map out and assess
these interrelationships on a plan-
etary scale.

Perhaps LTG's most important
contribution to our intellectual heri-
tage lies in the way that it forced us
to think about the Earth's bio-
sphere-the interconnected natural
systems within which human
economies and societies are situ-
ated, that enable life on the planet to
flourish-as a "closed" system. In

contrast to "open" systems, in
which matter can move in and out,
closed systems do not permit the
transfer of materiais. For most of
human history people have acted as

if the Earth is an open system, with
limitless resources and an infinite
capacity to absorb human impacts.
This was an easy assumption to
make because the scale of human
civilization, relative to the size of
planet, had been small up until the
past one hundred and fifty years.

But with an ever growing, tech-
nologically advancing human popu-
lation, the scale of human activity
on the Earth since the mid-1800s
has made us acutely aware that the
Earth's resources and life support
systems do indeed have limits.
While the Earth's biosphere is ener-
getically and informationally open
(meaning that sunlight, gravity, and
other sources of energy and force act
upon the Earth), it is in fact amate-
rially closed system-sort of like a

huge, sealed jar. Except for the infre-
quent escape of light elements into
space and the occasional intrusion
of a meteor or asteroid, the Earth
does not gain or lose any matter.
LTG powerfully showed uS,
through the computer model
Wor1d3, how human beings could

conceivably exhaust the Earth's
supply of natural resources and test
the limits of the planet's ability to
support humans. Despite the
model's power/ however, it was still
difficult for people to picture how
its results rea11y connected to their
lives and to the real world around
them. Twenty-five years later a liv-
ing model, a human experiment in-
side a sealed miniworld, has again
iliuminated many of the themes
that LTG first brought to the
world's attention, in a particularly
immediate and graphic way.

Covering 3.15 acres of area in the
high Sonoran desert just north of
Tucson, Arrzona, Biosphere 2 is a
research facility that has captivated
the imagination of both scientists
and the public throughout its occa-
sionally controversial six years of
life. The lacihty houseq five wilder-
ness biomes (rainforest, desert, sa-
vanna and thornscrub, estuary, and
ocean with coral reef), an intensive
agriculture biome (IAB), and human
iiving quarters (see figure 1 on the
next page). From 1991 to 1994, the
facility was used to support two live-
in crews within the enclosure, dur-
ing which time the crews remained
sealed inside Biosphere 2 and were
responsible for meeting all o{ their
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Figure 1

Biosphere 2 facility.

survival needs. More recently under
the management of Columbia Uni-
versity, the facility has been utilized
to investigate scientific questions
pertinent to human impacts upon
the global environment.

As a materially closed system,
Biosphere 2' s cltrnate, atmospheric
composition, recycling of water and
nutrients- ail of the basic life sup-
port functions that the Earth pro-
vides for us-must be almost com-
pletely engineered by humans. To
support human life within the en-
closure, the original project scien-
tists had to manage the environmen-
tal conditions of Biosphere 2's
biomes to maximize food produc-
tion, maintain a safe balance be-
tween oxygen and carbon dioxide
levels, preserve a high level of
biodiversity, and successfully re-
cycle water and nutrients for drink-
ing and rainwater-all in the con-
text of material closure. In short,
they had to manage all of the basic
life-support functions of the planet
within an enclosure not much big-
ger than a couple of football fields!

In this article I will look at some
of the challenges that we have had
in managing the complex closed sys-
tem of Biosphere 2. I'11focus mostly
on the story of Mission One in Bio-

sphere 2, when eight crew members
lived inside the Biosphere for two
years, from 1991 to 1993. Then I'11

take some of the lessons that were
learned from that experience to re-
flect on the Earth ("Biosphere 1") as

a closed system and to take a fresh
look at some of the ideas that were
born twenty-five years ago in The
Limits to Growth. Along the way,
I'll present some problems that are
intended to stimulate further explo-
ration of the themes that are
touched on in the article.

0ryUen loss, concl'ele, attd lhe

microhiallsasl: [ltli$$ion 0ne in

Biosphem 2
What would our lives be like if we

had to manage the Earth in order to
maintain oxygen levels in the atmo-
sphere at safe levels (between 19%
and 2l%l? What if international
emergency task forces had to be de-
ployed to find ways of keeping atmo-
spheric carbon dioxide (COr) levels
from climbing above 2,000 parts per
miliion (current CO, levels are
about 355 parts per million)? What
if small mistakes in the strategies
chosen to deal with these probiems
could send the planet into a cata-
strophic spiral? What if, in short, we

had to engineer the Earth's life sup-
port systems to meet all of our sur-
vival needs?

This is, in a nutshell, what life for
the "Biospheriart" crews was like.
For two yearst from September l99l
to September 1993, eight individuals
lived inside the enclosed facility of
Biosphere 2 (a second crew also lived
inside the facility between March
and September 1994). During this
period, the crew members' priorities
were to feed themselves, make sure
that the atmosphere's chemical
composition remained safe, and
maintain a high level of biodiversity.
They operated under the assump-
tion that the system would remain
closed for I00 years and that no new
species would be introduced-in
other words, that the Biosphere
would be operated as a completely
closed system. As it turned out,
their goais were almost impossible
to achieve, for reasons we will ex-
plore below.

fiainlomst lnalta[elneltt
To begin, let's look at how the

crew managed the rainforest biome
to help meet their survival needs.
The rainforest was a critically im-
portant biome for the crew, for a
number of reasons. First, the
rainforest held a great deal of the
Biosphere's biodiversity, and the
crew was eager to preserve it. But
more importantly from a survival
point of view, the rainforest also
played a huge role in helping to
maintain the balance of oxygen and
CO, in the Biosphere's atmosphere.
Plants "breathe," or sequestert car-
bon dioxide through the process of
photosynthesis, while exhaling oxy-
gen at the same time. This process
is described by the following reac-
tion:

CO, + HrO -+ CHrO + Or, (1)

where CH2O is a general formula for
organic material made by the plant
after assimilating CO, from the at-
mosphere.

Because rainforests are extremely
productive ecosystems (meaning
that their plants take in carbon diox-
ide at very fast rates), they produce
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COrlevels in Biospherc 2, September L992 to March 1993.

much of the oxygen on Earth (Bio-
sphere 1) andhelp keep carbon diox-
ide levels relatively low in the
Earth's atmosphere. In Biosphere 2,
the rainforest biome served a simi-
lar function: to ensure that oxygen
levels stayed high (around2l%) and
CO, levels stayed relatively low.

But by the fall of 1992, one year
after the Biosphere was initially
sealed, the Biospherians became
concerned about the rising leveis of
CO, in the facility lfrg,2l, as well as

the steady decrease in oxygen levels
(fig. 3). Clearly photosynthesis was
not able to keep pace with some
other process that was adding CO,
to, and taking O, out of, the atmo-
sphere. In this context, the role of
the rainforest in helping the
Biospherians boost oxygen levels
and stop the rise of carbon dioxide

real-time. (You, too, can look at Bio-
sphere 2 data in real time, by visit-
ing the Biosphere 2 World Wide Web
site at www.bio2.edu).

With these resources at their dis-
posal, the crew encouraged the
growth of fast-growing weedy spe-
cies because of their ability to take
up carbon and produce oxygen rap-
idly. Elsewhere in the rainforest, the
crew pruned plants to stimulate
more photosynthesis. But keep in
mind that the Biosphere is a closed
system. The crew could not iust re-
tum the pruned plant material to the
soi1, because it would decompose
and the carbon that the plants took
out of the atmosphere (which they
stored in their tissue) would be re-
leased back into the atmosphere.
Microbes-smail bacteria that live
in the soil-use organic material
(dead plants and animals) as their
source of food. Their decomposition
of soil carbon pulls oxygen out of the
atmosphere and releases carbon di-
oxide back into the atmosphere.
This process is described by the fol-
lowing reaction:

O, + CHrOo + CO, + HrO, l2l

where CH2O represents a general
formula for organic material in the
soil.

So the crew had to store the
pruned biomass in the basement to
keep the carbon that it took out of
the atmosphere from returning back
into active circulation within the
system. In this way, the Bio-
spherians hoped to set up a process
by which carbon was consistently
removed from the atmosphere,
while oxygen was continually added
to the atmosphere. Living in a closed
system was not easy!

Pl'oblems
The volatility of. asystem's carbon

cycle (the biological, soil, and atmo-
spheric reservoirs that hold carbon in
a system and the processes that trans-
fer carbon among them) is closely re-
Iated to the time it would take for the
flows to "flush out" aII CO, or CHrO
from its carbon reservoirs. If the sys-
tem is in equilibrium (inIlow equals
outflow), this index of volatility is

123155282011224
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Figure 2

became urgently important.
The Biosphere's rainforest is ap-

proximately 1,900 m2 and has a vol-
ume of 35,000 m3-about Ll4 the
total volume of the enclosure (see

figure 1).It is 22mfrom the ground
at its highest point. Air handlers,
located in the basement undemeath
all of the biomes, produce flows of
chilled and heated air through the
rainforest, thereby controlling tem-
perature and humidity. Ground and
overhead sprinklers produce rain,
and a fogging system enables the
rainforest to be run at very high hu-
midity levels. Sensors within the
rainforest monitor atmospheric
composition/ temperature, Iight,
and humidity, which allowed the
Biospherians and the project scien-
tists outside the facility to monitor
the conditions of the Biosphere in

25
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Figure 3
Orlevels in Biosphere 2, September L992 to March L993,
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photosyntheiis:
4,000 g C/hr

decomposition:
2,000 g C/hr

litterfall:
2,OOO gClhr

tespiration:
2,000 g C/hr

carbon in soils:
100,700,000 g

carbon in plants:
1,100,000 g

obtained by dividing the amount of
carbon held in a reservoir by the size
of the inflow (or outflow) of carbon.
By assuming that all carbon atoms
spend the same amount of time in a
given reservoir, this index can also be
thought of as the "residence time" of
carbon-bearing molecules.

Problem 1. Figure 4 represents a
simplified equilibrium model for the
carbon cycle in Biosphere 2's rain-
forest biome. Here we measure car-
bon in grams and carbon flows in
grams/hour. Calculate the residence
times for carbon-bearing molecules
in the rainforest's atmosphere, plants,
and soils.

Problem 2. Figure 5 represents a
simplified equilibrium model for the
Earth's carbon cycle prior to the in-

dustrial revolution. Here we measure
carbon in gigatons (Gt) and carbon
flows in Ctfyear. Calculate the resi-
dence times of carbon-bearing mol-
ecules in the Earth's pre-industrial
atmosphere, plants, soils, and oceans.

Problem 3. It is estimated that
prior to the Industrial Revolution,
the Earth's atmosphere contained
about 0.028% CO, or 280 parts
per million (pp*). Data gathered
at the Mauna Loa Observatory in
Hawaii (fig. 5) indicates that from
1960 to 1990, the COr level in the
Earth's atmosphere rose at about
2 ppmf year. Assuming this addi-
tional CO, represents the burning
of fossil fuels, estimate the num-
ber of gigatons of carbon burned
each year.

Figure 4
Simple model of the carbon cycle inside the Biosphere 2 rainforest biome.

Whel'et ths carholt?
Despite their tireless efforts, the

crew's strategies for managing the
rainforest did iittle to halt the loss of
oxygen from the atmosphere, as fig-
ure 3 clearly shows. In fact, oxygen
levels dipped so precipitously low in
lanuary l993-to a health-threaten-
ing l4%-that the project officials
made the difficult decision to pump
oxygen into the Biosphere via the
"lungs" (hence the sharp increase in
oxygen levels depicted in figure 3).
Fortunately for the crew, the Bio-
sphere could be made an open sys-
tem in an emergency. Had the Bio-
sphere been in space/ the crew
would surely have died.

Former Biospherian crew mem-
ber Linda Leigh recalled her tiring
journey through the Biosphere to the
iungs to get a first whiff of injected
oxygen/ reflecting that there was
"something very poetic about taking
an expedition to a lung in order to
breathe." It was clear by then that
the crew's strategy was ineffective at
meeting their survival needs. What
no one knew at the time, however,
was why this was the case.

Researchers from Columbia Uni-
versity were called in to try and find
out what was going on. They
quickly determined that the cause of
the problem likely lay within the
carbon-rich soils of Biosphere 2. The
soils of Biosphere 2 were originally
loaded with a large amount of or-
ganic matter, which (as we learned
earlier) microbes in the soil use as

their source of food. Because there
was so much organic carbon in Bio-
sphere 2, they reasoned, the process
of decomposition occurred at an ex-
tremely rapid rate. And because the
glass and spaceframe of the faciiity
blocked as much as 45Yo of the ex-
ternal light from getting to the
plants, the photosynthesis rate of
the plants could not keep up with
the decomposition rate in the soil.
This led, they hypothesized, to the
constant buildup of CO, and deple-
tion of O, in the Biosphere 2 atmo-
sphere.

For this hypothesis to be valid,
however, the number of CO, mo1-

Figure 5
Global carbon cycle (after McElroy, "The Atmosphere: An Essential Compo-
nent of the Planet's Life Support System," text fu Science A-30, Harvard
Univercity).

pr e -industrial atmo spher e :

615 gigatons (Gt)

teruestrial
biospherc (plants):

731 Ct

ocean:
36,866 Ct
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Figure 6
Atmospheilc COr lavels measured over Mauna Loa, Hawaii (source: Carbon
Dioxide Informaiion Analysis C enter ).

ecules (expressed in moles) added to
the Biosphere 2 atmosphere should
have been equal to number of O,
molecules lost from the atmosphere.
This is because, as equations (1) and
(2) show, for every CO, molecule
taken up or released by photosyn-
thesis or decomposition, an O, mol-
ecule is also released or taken up.

The data in figure 7, however, re-
veai that the number of moies of
CO, that were released to the Bio-
sphere 2 atmosphere was less that
the number of moles of O, that were
taken out between September 1992
andlanuary 1993. Over that period,
only about 1.1 ' 104 moles of CO,
were added to the atmosphere, while
about 5.4 . 105 moles of O, were
taken out.

Clearly the total amount of CO,
released to the atmosphere was
quite a bit less than the total
amount of O, taken out from the
atmosphere-a full order of magni-

Gas measured, date l\,4easurement

COr, September 1992 2,000 ppm

CO,, January 1993 4,000 ppm

O- September 1992 21%

Or, January 1993 14%

Figure 7
Changes in carbon dioxide and
oxygen levels in Biospherc 2.

tude, in fact. However, despite ap-
pearances to the contrary/ these data
do not necessarily invalidate the re-
search team's original hypothesis.
Why? Because there could have been
some process in Biosphere 2 occur-
ring independently of the ecosystem
processes we have examined (photo-
synthesis and decomposition) that
was taking carbon out of the atmo-
sphere without releasing oxygen
back into the atmosphere. As it
turned out/ two such processes were
indeed at work.

Answel's in unliltely places

First, chemical scrubbers had
been automatically pulling CO, out
of the atmosphere for quite some
time. But quick calculations re-
vealed that the amount of carbon
dioxide "scrubbed" from the atmo-
sphere could not come close to ac-
counting for the total amount of
"missing" carbon.

Ptzzled, the team began to inves-
tigate anumber of possibilities to try
and address the problem. At one
point, it was proposed that the con-
crete in Biosphere 2 had been react-
ing with the CO, in the air via the
following reaction:

CO, + Ca(OH)-+ CaCO, + HrO. {3)

Suspecting this was the case, they
took sampies from the concrete. If the
concrete were indeed reacting with
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atmospheric CO, then it should have
contained a high abundance of
CaCO, (carbonites) They found that,
indeed, high levels of CaCO, were
present in the soncrete, enough to
confirm that the concrete had re-
moved sufficient atmospheric carbon
to hide the effects of the rapid decom-
position and slow photosynthesis. So,

as it turned out, the chemical scrub-
ber and, more importantly, the con-
crete masked the most important
dynamic of the system for the health
of its inhabitants-namely, that de-

composition significantly outpaced
photosynthesis because of the over-
abundance of organic material in the
Biosphere 2 soils.

While inside the enclosure, the
Biospherians' biome management
strategy seemed to be an intelligent
way to deal with the problem of
maintaining a healthy atmospheric
composition, while still preserving
a high level of biodiversity. But be-
cause they lacked appropriate,
timely knowledge of a very complex
system/ the Biospherians could not
know why their strategy was inef-
fective-they could only observe the
ever decreasing oxygen levels inside
Biosphere 2. Given the initial condi-
tions of the Biosphere (high soil or-
ganic carbon and low light levels for
two years), how might you have
managed the system-without any
inputs from outside the system-to
mitigate the buildup of CO, and the
loss of oxygen? Do you think that
the Biospherians' strategy was well
thought out?

Ahle ollulo closed sy$fislll$

Despite their best efforts, the
Biospherian crew members were un-
able to find a solution to their prob-
lems in away that enabled them to
retain Biosphere 2's material closure.
It was lucky indeed that they were
able to add oxygen at a critical iunc-
ture/ or they would surely have met
an unhappy end. Their almost tragic
story offers us a contemporary alle-
gorY, a cautionary tale for us as we
approach the 21st century.

First and foremost, the Bio-
spherians' experience reminds us
that we do not know nearly enough

about how our planet works to build
even a Yery tirjly, miniature version
of it that would capture all of its
most important features. In this
sense Biosphere2, as a model, failed
to reproduce the essential behaviors
of the larger system (the Earth) that
it was built to simulate. The expe-
rience of Mission One reveals that
our planet is an unimaginably com-
plex, closed system that wiil always
continue to surprise us with its be-
havior-happily in some cases and
perhaps tragically in others (as in the
Biospherians' brush with oxygen
starvation).

Despite our lack of knowledge
and the inevitability of surprises,
however, we know what can happen
when a rcally complicated system
gets thrown out o{ equilibrium. In
Biosphere 2, tlrre system designers
made a fundamental error. They set
up the plant-soil-atmosphere sys-
tem in such a way that the balance
of CO, ar-.dC.2, which is established
by photosynthesis and decomposi-
tion rates, could not be maintained
in a way that supported human life
for very long. In Biosphere 1, we
have now become the system de-
signers, whether we are fully aware
of it or not. By altering the reservoirs
and flows of countless chemical spe-

cies and natural resources, from
plants and soils to minerals and
waters, we are in effect redesigning
an extremely complex system that
has been in a dynamic equilibrium
for millennia. And we are receiving
avariety of inficators from the Earth
system-the loss of stratospheric
ozone from CFCs, the rise in atmo-
spheric CO, levels from fossil fuel
combustion, and many others-that
bear striking resemblance to the
frightening loss of O, that the Bio-
spherians witnessed, but were sim-
ply unable to stop in a relevant time
frame. Through a flawed design,
some mistakes, and plain bad luck,
the Biospherians reached and ex-
ceeded the limits of the Biosphere's
ability to support people.

The question raised by all of this
is: how close are we to the limits of
the Earth's ability to support people?

Are we perturbing the Earth's sys-

tems in such a way that they may no
longer be able to perform their life
support functions for us? As Bio-
sphere 2 showed us/ we are not very
good at building or managing plan-
ets. But, unlike in Biosphere 2, we
don't have an airlock door that we
can walk through if things go wrong.
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HOW DO YOU
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Challsltue$ in phy$ics and malh
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M21 1

Plane coincidence. Find all pairs of
numbers m and a such that the set of
points on the plane whose coordinates
satisfy the equation ly - 2xl :x coincides
with the set defined by the ecluation
lmx + nyl: y.(D. Averyanov)

M212
Meeting of circumscriptjons. In tri-
angle AB C sides CB and C A are equal
to a andb, respectively. The bisector
of the angle ACB intersects side AB
at point K, and the circle circum-
scribed about the triangle intersects it
at point M. The second point at
which the circle circumscribed about
the triangle AMKmeetsline CA is P.
Find the lengh of AP. (V. Protasov)

M213
A br acing problem. Solvethe follow-
ing system tor arbitrary a, b and c:

ab___+xz=ct
XZ
bc +xy=Atyx

(I. Sharygin)

M214
Tetrahedr al conditions. Prove that
one can fold a given paper triangle so
that it covers without overlap the
surface of a unit regular tetrahedron
(that is, a triangular pyramid whose
edges are all equal to 1), if (a) the tri-
angle is isosceles, with legs of length

2 and vertex angle equal to 120';
(b) two sides of the triangle are equal
to} andZnE andthe angle between
them is 150'. (I. Sharygin)

M215
Let 1997 be.Let b(n) denote the num-
ber of ways of representingn in the form

fl = ao+ ar. 2 + ar. 22 + ... + ak. 2k,

where the coefficients ajl i = 0, 1,2,
..., k, cattbe equal to 0, 1, or 2. Find
bll997l. (V. Protasov)

Physics

P21 1

Atliletes bound. Two nmners joined by
an elastic cord are standrng at points A
and B. They start to run simulta-
neously: runner A to the east with a
velocityvo = I m/s, andrunnerB to the
south wrth some constant acceleration.
Frnd this accelerationiJit is known that
a knot C tied on the cord passes through
agrvenporntD {seefigure 1). (S. Krotov)

v_>
__>
_-.>

Figure 2

"D
where an air flow of speed v:300 m/s
is directed at it. At point A (located
precisely on its axis) the speed of the
flow drops to zeto (see figure 2). Find
the temperature of the air near this
point. The temperature of the sur-
rounding air is 7: 300 K. (A. Zil-
berman)

P21 3
Mercurial shakedown, Why does it
take so long to take a person's tem-
perature with a mercury thermom-
eter (about 10 minutes), whereas one
can shake the mercury back down
almost immediately after the mea-
surement is taken? (G. Kosourov)

P21 4
Splintered charge. A conducting
sphere exploded and produced a
number of fragments, which scat-
tered over a Iarge distance. The
splinters xe arbitraily connected by
thin wires. Which is larger: the elec-
tric capacitance of the system of
splinters or that o{ the original
sphere? Neglect the capacitance of
the wires. (F. Lutsenko)

P21 5
Reflection of a sunbeam. An ob-
server catches a sunbeam in a small
mirror while standing in front of a
large one in which she sees her im-
age. What will she see if she directs
the sunbeam at the image of the
small mirror in the large one?
(S. Krotov)
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Figure 1

P21 2
Wind tunnel warmth.
dirigible is tested in a

A model of a
wind tunnel,
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An application of systems thinking and dynamic modeling

by Matthias Ruth

ID YOU EVER WONDER \ATFry, AFTER A LARGE
number of people suffer from the flu, the epidemic
seemingly disappears, only to reappear again afew
weeks later? Or did you ever wonder how it hap-

pens that economists insistently talk about the equi-
librium of demand and supply, yet prices tend to fluc-
tuate and never reaily settle down? And how is it pos-
sible that over many yearst forests in Canada and the
United States seem lush and healthy, and then, within
one summer, insect outbreaks decimate the foliage and
turn the forest from green to brown? The insects are vir-
tually gone by the next year, and the forest slowly re-
turns to its original state, only to be infected again a few
years later.

tllonlineal' dynamh syslems
These phenomena have a number of features in com-

mon. First, the systems that generate such seemingly
erratic behavior consist of individual parts that inter-
act with each other. In the case of infltenza, there is
one group of people who carry the virus and a second
group that receives the virus upon contact with mem-
bers of the first. In the case of demand and supply in-
teractions, we have a marketplace within which pro-
ducers and consumers exchange goods and services. In
the case of insect outbreaks, we have insects that eat
leaves and trees that produce them. A first precondition
for understanding dynamic systems is to identify their
main constituents.

A second feature common to all of these systems is
that interactions among their individual parts do not
occur instantaneously, but in a time-delayed manner.
Those infected with the flu may keep wandering about
for a few days and pass on the virus to others. Producers

who offer their goods and services on the market may
generate excess supply that leads to a drop in price. As
a result, they may restrict production in the next pe-
riod, leading to shortages and subsecluent price in-
creases. As forests grow they provide increasing
amounts of food for insect populations that will take
on a size that is ultimately too large for the forests to
sustain. Thus, a second precondition for understanding
dynamic systems is to identify the extent to which in-
teractions among system components are subject to
time lags.

A third feature of many real-world dynamic processes
is that the response of one system component may not
occur in direct proportionality to a stimulus that it re-
ceives. Rather, the responses may be related to the
square of the initial stimulus or take place in some other
nonlinear relationship.

Understanding the world in which we live requires
understanding the role of complex feedback processes
and the way in which their strength changes over time.
Yet modelers are often tempted to compartmentalize
systems into subsystems for which it is possible to
specify cause-effect relationships that lead to "closed-
form" solutions of the kind we are accustomed to see-
ing in textbooks.

Unfortunately, the methods that achieve such solu-
tions may limit the extent to which one is able to ac-
commodate time lags and nonlinear relationships. By
placing undue emphasis on finding closed-form solu-
tions, we run the risk of eliminating from our models
the very {eatures that make them interesting.

Fortunately/ computer technology provides alterna-
tive tools, ones that enable us to put more life into our
models of real world processes. In this aticle I will
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introduce you to a graphical programming language that
enables virtually anyone to describe, model, arrdanalyze
complex dynamical systems. As such, this software pro-
vides a valuable tool for efforts to understand the world
in which we live. It's a starting point for the investiga-
tion of nonlinear dynamic phenomena and provides an
opportunity to easily assess the limits of our knowledge
about these phenomena, to foster dialog about them,
and to generate new knowledge.

Syslems fiinting anil dynamh mudelinU

Every day we develop models of dynamic processes.
When trying to cross a busy street/ we estimate the
width of the street, our own speed, and the speed of the
cars approaching us. In our mind we abstract away de-
tails that we consider inconsequential, such as the color
of the cars. Then, we relate the remaining pieces of in-
formation to each other and make a projection of the
possible outcome if we try to cross the street. If we con-
clude that it's safe to walk and have drawn the right con-
clusion, we'll use our model again in similar situations.
If we're wrong-but sufficiently lucky-we'Il revise our
model for next time.

For some decisions, mental models are sufficiently
simple arrd accurate to provide a basis for action. How-
ever, the larger the number of system components and
the more time lags and nonlinearities there are in the
system, the more difficult it is for us to develop ad-
equate mental models for decision making. For large,
complex systems/ direct experimentation may also be
undesirable. For example, it's much safer and less costly
to do global climate change experiments on the com-
puter rather than in the real world.

To model and better understand nonlinear dynamic
systems recluires that we describe the main system com-
ponents and their interactions. System components can
be described by a set of "state variables"-we'11 also call
them stocks-such as the number of people in a country,
the mass of an organism/ or the amount of capital in an
economy. These state variables are influenced by "flows,"
such as the births and deaths that occur in a population,
growth of an organism, or investment in new capital. The
size of the flows may in tum depend on the stocks them-
selves and other parameters of the system.

There exist various programming languages that are
specifically designed to facilitate modeling of nonlinear
dynamic systems. Among the most versatile of these
languages is the graphical programming language
STELLA@. To model the dynamics of a system in
STELLA, we begin by identifying the system/s
stocks, flows, and parameters, and then establish
the appropriate connections among them.

STELLA represents stocks, flows, and param-
eters (also called //converters") with the symbols
shown in figure l. By selecting one of these sym-
bols from the STELLA toolbar and placing it in
a diagram window, we specify the components
of our model.

lcLouDl

Figure 1

Let's assume we want to model the spread of a virus
in a town with an initial population of 1,020. There are
two categories of people in this town-a $oup of 1,000
people that are not immune to a disease and a group of
20 people who carry the virus. These two groups of
people are our state variables and constitute the first
part of our dynamic model (fig. 2). A{ter assigning names
to these stocks, we address the question marks indicat-
ing that the size of each stock is not yet specified.
Double-clicking on each of the stocks opens a dialog
window in which you are asked to specify the stock's
initial size. This provides the opportunity to enter popu-
lation sizes of 1,000 and 20 for the respective stocks. If
we now click OK, the stock's dialog box closes and the
question mark is removed.

Figure 2

Next we need to specify how these stocks change over
time-for example, that there is an influx of nonimmune
people each week into the town that we model here. Let's
assume that there are seven immigrants into the system
To capture this immigration, we select the "flow" s)rm-
bol from the toolbar, place it in the diagram, and drag the
ailow onto the NoNIMMUNE stock. The fact that these
nonimmune immigrants come from a place that is not
part of the model is represented by the fact that.the {low
originates in a cloud. Next we specify the size of this flow,
in our case by entering "7" it the flow syrnbol's dialog

NONIMMUNE

CONNECTOR
(INFORMATIONFLOYT)

\
.b..U

PARAMETER
(CONVERTER)

INFECTEDtINONIMMUNE

E

NONIMMUNE IMMIGRANTS

Figure 3

STOCK
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NONIMMUNE

Figure 4

box. Similarly, we include a flow RECETVE VIRUS to
model the rate at which people from the nonimmune
stock make the transition to the INFECTED stock of
people who carry the virus (fig. 3).

Before dealing with the question mark appearing in
the RECEIVE VIRUS flow (we have not yet specified the
size of that flow), let's assume that 90% of the people
that are infected with the virus survive the disease and
that the other 10% die. Those who survive are subse-
quently immune to the virus and do not infect others.
Two more flows are required to move people out of the
INFECTED stock of those that carry the virus (fig. 4).

Now we select the STELLA icon representing a pa-
rameter, such as the survival rate. By double-clicking on
SURITVAL RATE we open anew dialogbox and specify
the value of this parameter as 1/10.

Next, we need to tell STELLA how the survival rate
affects the size of various flows. To do this, a fourth
modeling tool is required. The information arrow con-
veys the f.act that one part of the model has impact on
another. Here, we will specify that the SURVIVAL
RATE and the INFECTED stock together determine the
number of people that survive each week:

suRvTrE: suRVrvAL RATE * INFECTED (1)

NONIMMUNE
RECEIVE VIRUS

NONIMMUNE IMMIGRANTS

Since the death rate is (i - SURVIVAL RATE), these
same icons also determine the flow of people that die
each week as

DrE = (1 - SURVWAL RATE) * TNFECTED l2l

Our model now looks like the one in figure 5. Note
that individuals do not move instantaneously through
the system. The model is run for discrete time steps. At
each time step, the equations that describe the system's
dynamics are executed by the computer. For example,
individuals enter as NONIMMUNE IMMIGRANTS
and become part of the stock of NONIMMUNE, where
they temporarily remain. While they are part of the
NONIMMUNE stock, they are susceptible to the dis-
ease. Some NONIMMUNE individuals will get re-
moved during the next time step into the stock of IN-
FECTED, where they stay for a time step, until they
leave the system either as survivors or dead. By making
these simulation time steps small, we can approximate
continuous time. But the sequence of the modei steps
that describe the progression from NONIMMUNE to
INFECTED captures the essence of the time-delay at
which the disease can be passed on to others.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 34

INFECTED

SURVIVALRATE

INFECTED

SURVIVE

Figure 5

SURVIVE
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"IEARNING FROM A VIRUS" CONTINUED
FROM PAGE 31

We still need to specify the mechanism by which the
virus gets passed from person to person. Here epidemi-
ologists reason that the number of meetings between
nonimmune and infected people is proportional to the
size of the populations. A tripling in the size of IN-
FECTED would lead to a tripling in th'e number of meet-
ings, while a halving would halve the number of meet-
ings. To reflect such a mechanism, we draw information
arrows from INFECTED to NONIMMUNE to RE-
CEIVE VIRUS and, in the resulting dialog box, multi-
ply the size of the two populations by a RATE OF CON-
TACT. This corresponds to

RECETVE VIRUS = RATE OF CONTACT
X NONIMMUNE * INFECTED (3)

It remains to define RATE OF CONTACT. Here
we'Il assume that the rate at which people make con-
tact depends on the size of the stock labeled IN-
FECTED, and this is conveyed by an information arrow
from INFECTED to RATE OF CONTACT. We aiso

Figure 6

NONIMMUNE
RECEIVE VIRUS

NOMMMUNEIMMIGRANTS

RATEOFCONTACT

assume that this rate is high as long as the number of
people who do not suffer from the disease is small. How-
ever/ as more people become sick, the rate of contact
declines (the sick people are at home in bed). To build
this assumption into our model, we double click on the
RATE OF CONTACT icon and enter, in graphical form,
a guess of how the contact rate is related to the num-
ber of peopl e that carry the virus. The following assump-
tion is built into our model (fig. 5).

Specifying the above (highly nonlinear) relationship
completes the STELLAformulation of the model (fig. 7).

The nonlinear relationship between INFECTED and
RATE OF CONTACT has led to a model that cannot
be solved in closed form. Also, we have no intuitive
basis for inferring the course of the disease. However,
given software such as STELLA we can obtain a numeri-
cal solution for the model we have constructed. Run-
ning the above model over 300 simulated weeks yields
the results shown in figure B.

Having obtained a solution, we can summarize the
phenomenon as follows. There are periodic severe out-
breaks of the disease in which both the stocks of
nonimmune people and those that earry the virus gtow
slowly and steadily. The resulting number of contacts is
initially small, but it increases cluickly as more
nonimmune people enter the town. As the product de-

fined in equation (3) grows, so does the number of people
moved from the stocks into the clouds-either they die
or they become immune. In both cases/ we need not keep
track of them because they have no subsequent influence
on the spread of the disease. Once these people have left
the model, the RECEIVE VIRUS flow gets smaller again,
making the disease seemingly disappear, only to reappear
some weeks ldter.

In addition to accluiring an insight into the cyclic
nature of the epidemic, we also note that successive
peaks are becoming smaller. Can you develop a hypoth-
esis for why, in the very long run, the number of
INFECTED stabilizes at a low level? What would that
level be? (An answer is provided in the Answers, Hints
& Solutions section at the back of the magazine.)

INFECIED

Figure 7
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2: INFECTED

Figure 8

A simile E[ola model
Now that we've gained some insight into one kind of

epidemic, we can ask how the outbreaks of the disease
would change if the virus were spread from one species
to another, similar to the spread of Ebola. Here one popu-

NONIMMUNEH

H RECEIVE VIRUS

NONIMMUNEIMMIGRANTS H

RATEOFCONTACTHl

RATEOFCONTACTH2

NOMMMUNEM
M RECEIVE VIRUS

NONIMMI.JNE IMMIGRANTS M

lation (monkeys M) carries a virus that
can be spread to a second population
(humans H). The virus is also passed
within the monkey popuiation from in-
fected to nonimmune ones/ but it is not
received by monkeys from humans. In
contrast/ humans can get the virus both
from monkeys and from other humans
that carry the virus.

The STELLA model corresponding to
this situation consists of two submodels,
each of which is similar to the one already
considered. We now have epidemics tak-
ing place among monkeys and among hu-
mans, with an important additional fea-
ture: an "information arrow" from
INFECTED M to H RECEME MRUS cor-
responds to the fact that humans can get

the virus from infected monkeys as well as from in{ected
humans. By way of simplification, we'l1now assume that
the various //rates of contact" are constants rather than
depending on the size of the infected populations.

The structure of the resulting STELLA model is shown
in figure 9. The fact that monkeys receive the virus only

INFECIEDH

SURVIVE H SURVIVAL RATE H

INFECTED M

SI.'RVIVALRATEM

Figure 9

RATEOFCONTACTM
SURVIVEM
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Humans Monkeys

NONIMMUNE IMMIGRANTS 7 10

NONIIVNi UNE 1,000 r,000

INFECTED 5 2A

RATE OF CONTACT
H1 = 0.008

H2 varies
0 003

SURVIVAL RATE vafles 4.2

Figure 1O

from other monkeys is reflected by the relation

M RECEIVE VIRUS : RATE OF CONTACT M*
TNFECTEDM * NONIMMUNEM l4l

The fact that people receive the virus from both mon-
keys and peopie is reflected by

Model run RATE OF CONTACT H2 SUFVIVAL RATE H

l 0 00025 0 155

2 0.00015 0.065

Figure 11

The first model run shows that the virus can stay in
the human population for long times. The behavior of
the disease mirrors that of our very first model above,
in which we only considered one population. Periodic
outbreaks are followed by long periods in which the dis-
ease affects very few individuals. The more intriguing
case is depicted by the second model run. Here, a simi-
1ar pattern of disease outbreak, temporary calm, and
new outbreak occurs. But the disease totally disappears
after 290 model weeks. Can you explain why? (The
answer is given in the solution section.)

As in the previous model, this setup is a very simplis-
tic one, with a very small number of stocks (four) andH RECEIVE VIRUS = RATE OF

CONTACT Hl * NONIMMUNE *
INFECTED H + RATE OF CON-

TACT H2 * NONIMMUNE X

TNFECTED M (s)

The question marks that originally ap-
peared in figure 9 were removed by
specifying the initial size of the four
stocks, the various rates of contact/
and the survival rates for both mon-
keys and humans.

Our hypothetical initial conditions
and parameters of the model are pre-
sented in figure 10. The errtry "varies"
in figure 10 corresponds to the assump-
tion that there are two dif{erent strains
of the virus. One strain gets passed from
monkeys to humans through direct con-
tact. While the likelihood of this occur-
rence is low, this is the more deadly
strain. The other strain of the virus can
be carried through the air from the mon-
keys to humans. While it has a higher
likelihood of affecting humans, this vi-
rus is not as deadly as the first.

Such considerations lead us to sug-
gest two model runs based on the fo1-
lowing alternative values for RATE OF
CONTACT H2 between humans and
infected monkeys and the correspond-
ingvalues for the SUR\riVAL RATE H.
The first run corresponds to the air-
borne virus with higher contact rate
and higher rate of survival. The second
run corresponds to the virus passed by
direct contact that has a lower rate of
survival (fig. 11). Figure 12 gives the re-
sults of these two runs.

Model Run 1

Model Run 2

1: INFECTED H

Weeks

2: INFECTED M

Weeks

SIPTIllilBIR/OITOBIR

Figure 12



flows (eight) and a very limited number of nonlinearities
(two). Yet the dynamics are much richer than many of
us would have expected! In one case, the disease shows
periodic outbreaks and always a positive number of
INFECTED H. In another case, after making small
changes in parameters such as the contact ratel we find
that the disease entirely vanishes. These findings would
suggest that an understanding of contact rates is central
to understanding the spread and persistence of a disease
in a population over time. These findings also indicate
that it may be difficult to respond to outbreaks of highly
contagious diseases-there just may not be enough time
to find a vaccine, and the disease may disappear soon
after wreaking havoc within a population.

The lessons of this model, however, go beyond those
findings. By crystallizing our understanding of system
processes within the context of a dynamic model, and
by putting the pieces of a system together and running
them in interaction with each other, we have been able
tolay open the dynamic consequences of our assump-
tion and generate insight that would have been very
difficult to gain without the help of the model and a

computer program like STELLA. The model also helped
us identify key parameters of a system's dynamics-
such as the contact rate that describes an important
aspect of the spread of a disease-and through this may
guide data coilection and analysis. Along the way, im-
portant new questions may have been stimulated whose

answers/ in turn, could be found with expansions of our
model or the development of a new model. O

Matthias Ruth js a professor at the Centu for Eneryy and
Envfuonmental Studies and the Department of Geography,
Boston (Jniversity. He is the authu of several books on dy-
namic modeling published by SpilngerVeilag. Dr. Ruth's
Web page can be found at http:/lweb.bu.edulCEES/
readmoreMR.html.

A[oul SItLLA@

STELLA is becoming increasingly popular in the
social and natural sciences as well as in business de-
cision making. It is used on the Macintosh, IBM,
and-in conjunction with compilers-on main-
frames and supercomputers. An ever larger number
of books is becoming available that provide introduc-
tions to systems thinking and dynamic modeling,
some o{ which make extensive use oi the STELLA
software. It is my hope that through these books and
many other collaborative ef{orts we can build a mod-
eling community of students/ teachers/ and research-
ers spreading the dl,namic modeling enthusiasm-
and systems thinking-by word of mouth and by
people in groups of two or three sitting around a com-
puter doing this modeling together, building a new
model or reviewing one by another such group.
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The lar ll'om dismal scienrg

How input-output economics sheds light on environmental rssues

by Dean Button, Faye Duchin, and Kurt Kreith

N ITS MASTHEAD, QUAN.
tumisbilled as "The Magazine
of Math and Science." Does
the "dismal science" of eco-

nomics have a place in the pages of
Quantum? In otherwords, do math-
ematics and the physical sciences
overlap with economics in a mean-
ingful way?

Not unexpectedly, our goal in
writing this article is to suggest
some affirmative answers to these
questions. Furthermore, in light of
this issue's focus on computer tech-
nology, system dynamics, arrd The
Limits to Growth, we will use
spreadsheets and STELLA@Io make
our case in an environmental con-
text.

With STELLA's icons, traditional
economic theory can be represented
by the diagram in figure 1. Here
"economy" corresponds to a very
complex system-one that absorbs a
wide range of "resources" and trans-

forms them into "goods" that our
society consumes. Lately, however,
we have become increasingly aware
of undesirable by-products that are
associated with some economic pro-
cesses. To reflect this fact, we have
labeled the economy's outflow to
include "bads" as well as "goods."

More important than the labels in
figure 1 is the fact that "resources"
originate in a cloud and "goods and
bads" terminate in a cloud. These
iconic clouds reflect the fact that
conventional economic theory
tends to sidestep questions of where
an economy's resources come from
and where its goods and bads even-
tually go. In other words, much of
economic theory is dedicated to
studying the economy as if it were
a closed system, without consider-
ing the larger biophysical world in
which the economy exists. In f.act,
the economy is an open system ex-
isting within a much larger, materi-

ally closed system. From a tradi-
tional perspective, however,
STELLA's "clouds" serve as a re-
minder of the fact that sources and
sinks are not included in figure 1.

Against this background, studies
such as The Limits to Growth can
be thought of as posing a fundamen-
tal challenge to traditional econom-
ics. They ask esonomists to emu-
late the physical sciences by
embedding their theories within a
larger system/ notably that of the
Earth and its biosphere (see figure 1

of. "The Limits to Growth Revis-
ited" in this issue).

Actually, efforts to respond to this
challenge predate The Limits to
Gr owh. Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen
began his professional life as a math-
ematician, one who studied thermo-
dl.namics under the tutelage of Emile
Borel. After tuming his attention to
economics, he sought to reconcile
the laws of thermodynamics with
the functioning of economic sys-
tems. In particular, he confronted
economic theorists with the Second
Law of Thermodynamics, asserting
that economic activity (like all other
fully contained physical processes)
increases the measure of disorder
called entropy. Another prominent
economist who has responded to

o
ao
(o
o

g)

=o Figure 1

resources goods and bads
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such challenges is Wassily Leontief.
As a Harvard colleague of Georgescu-
Roegen, Leontief harnessed the
power of computers to develop what
he called input-output economics.
His earliest efforts were aimed at
improving on figure 1 by acknowl-
edging that economies use different
categories of resources-termed in-
puts (iron, coal, petroleum, lumber,
Iabor, etc.) to produce many catego-
ries of goods termed outputs (food,
machinery clothing, housing, etc.).
Here Leontief created mathematical
tools to represent the interrelation-
ships among such inputs and out-
puts. Aiong the way to winning a

Nobel prize for his contributions, he
also found time to explain his work
in the popular press (in Scientific
Americanl.

While input-output economics
was originally formulated as a closed
system/ Leontief and his colleagues
soon recognized aneed to acknowl-
edge the importance of sources and
sinks outside of the economic sys-
tem that is itself situated within the
Earth/s ecosystem. Input-output
economics served as the foundation
on which a model of the world
economy was developed and subse-
quently refined. Though the details
of the world model are beyond the
scope of this article, we wil1be able
to illustrate some of the underlying
mathematics.

llt[il-oilptfi ecomlnic$
In one of his articles, Leontief i1-

lustrated input-output analysis in
terms of an economy consisting of
just three sectors: Agriculture,
Manufacturing, and Households.
These sectors produce three distinct
commodities: wheat (measured in
bushels), cloth (measured in yards),
and labor (measured in person-
years). What input-output analysis
provides is a mathematical represen-
tation of the interdependence of
these sectors. Thus agriculture re-
quires wheat for next year's seeds,
cloth for sacks, and labor to till the
fields. Manufacturing requires
wheat stalks for fiber, cloth to pack-
age its products, and labor to work
in the mills. Households require

wheat for food, cloth for apparel, and
labor for various domestic services.
The resulting economic model cor-
responds to figure 1 in that there is
no attempt to address where its
tfuee categories of "resources" come
from or where its three categories of
"goods and bads" (in this case there
are no bads) eventually go.

To get some insight into the is-
sues arising in a closed economic
system, let's begin by replacing the
Manufacturing sector in this imagi-
nary economy with an Energy sec-
tor. This substitution enables us to
retain the simplicity o{. a three-sec-
tor economy while also acknowl-
edging the finiteness of one of its
resources (fossil fuels flowing into
this economic system) and the fact
that CO, produced by the burning of
fossil fuels must be recycled andlor
absorbed by the Earth's ecosystem
lfis.2).

After developing the essential
mathetmatical ideas in this three-
sector context, we will reintroduce
Manufacturing as a fourth sector. At
this point it's useful to introduce
some additional mathematics-
namely, the matrix theory required
for the solution of three linear equa-
tions in three unknowns. With such

tools at our disposal, the transition
to four sectors will illustrate the
mathematical ideas recluired for
more elaborate applications-for
example, the World Model based on
forty-four sectors that provides the
basis for a recent book, The Future
of the Environment.

So let's begin with a three-sector
economy/ one whose components
are now labeled Agriculture, En-
ergy, andHouseholds. Assuming an
annual output of 100 bushels of
wheat, 50 barrels of fuel, and 300
person-hours of labor, we represent
the outputs of these three sectors
by x, = loo, x, = 50, and x, = 3oo.

What input-output analysis now
calls for is a breakdown as to how
these products ate distributed
among the various sectors. Such in-
formation can be conveyed by
means of a 3 x 4 grid like table i.
(Note: the form of this table follows
that prescribed in matrix algebra, in
which matrices are identifed by the
number of rows and the number of
columns lr x c) contained in the
matrix. Here there are three rows
and four columns, represented by
the unshaded area.l

Referring to wheat, fuel, and labor
as commodities 1, 2, and 3, respec-

Fuel Reserves Atmosphere

4ll $[PrrtltBtR/ocToBtR rssT

Figure 2

goods and bads



Table 1

tively, the table assigns a value x,, to
the numbu of units of commodity
i required to sustain the above out-
put of commodity l. Here x,, : 10,
xr, = 20, andxr, : 220, reflecting the
fact that it requires 10 bushels of
wheat, 20 barrels of fuel, and 220
person-years of labor to sustain the
production of 100 bushels of wheat,
and so on.

At this point it becomes impor-
tant to acknowledge a fundamental
difference between the first two sec-
tors (Agriculture and Energy) and
the third (Households). Sectors 1

and 2 represent commodities (food
and fuel) that arerequired to sustain
the community's well being. Ac-
cording to table 1, this particular
community's households require 70
bushels of wheat ard 20 barrels of
fossil fuel. They are in turn obli-
gated to invest atotal of 300 person-
hours of labor to sustain this leve1
of consumption. Since xn = 70 and
xrr= 20 arerequfuements that apar-
ticular level of consumption im-
poses on an economy, we designate
these as exogenous (externally im-
posed) variables.

This special role calls for a change
of notation. In what fo11ows, we'1l
set x13 = yl and xza = yz. As for xr, :
220, xrr= 50, xrr:30 and xa = 300,
let's assume that the community is
somewhat flexible in the amount of
labor it's able to commit to sustain-
ing its economy. On this basis, our
analysis will for the time being ig-
nore these variables.

These changes enable us to sum-
marize the first two rows in table I
AS

XII+Xt2+yt=XIt
XZt+XZz+yr=X2t

or

(xr-x11) -xr2=y1,
_X,. + lxr_ xrrl = yz. (t)

Note that the exogenous variables

yL = 70 and yr: 20 have now been
isolated on the right side of equa-
tions (1).

To simplify this last system of
equations further, we make an addi-
tional definition of the structural
coefficients

Y.,
ai,= i for i=1,2 andi =7,2. el

necalUrj tnrt x,, denotes the
amount of commodity I required to
sustain the production of x, units of
commodity l, it follows that a,, de-
notes the amount of commodity I
required to sustain the production of
a single unit of commodity i. That
is, since it takes 20 barrels of fuel
(xr, = 20) to produce 100 bushels of
wheat (x, = 100), it takes 0.2 barrels
of fuel to produce a single bushel of
wheat. This is the rationale for in-
troducing the structural coefficient
ar, : xrrlxr. This last change in no-
tation enables us to write the system
of equations (1) as

(l - arr)x, - arrx2: y1,

-azrxt + (l - arrlx, = yr. (3)

Recalling the values of x,, and x,
from table [, this system becomes'

0.9xr-0.4xr=y1
-0.2x, + 0.8xr: y2. $l

Problem 1. Use equations (4) to
confirm that an imposition of the
exogenous values y, : 70 andy, : 20
corresponds to x, = 100 and xr:50.

What makes the system of equa-
tions (4) so important is that it em-
bodies thestructure of this pafticular
economy. If the population of this
community grows/ the exogenous
variables y, andyrcan be expected to
grow as well, although not necessar-
ily at the same rate. The question
"What effect will such population
growth have on the economy?" can
then be answered in terms of equa-
tions (4) (assuming of coursg that the

structure of the
economy-that is,
the input require-
ments per unit of
output-remains
unchanged).

By way of a spe-
cific example, suppose that the
population of this community were
to double. A doubling of the exog-
enous variables to yt = 140 and
y2= 40 would require that the entife
economy double its annual output/
from x, = 100 to 200 bushels of
wheat and from x, = 50 to 100 bar-
rels of fuel.

But what iJ this community were to
accept energy conservation measures/
ones that maintain the households'
level of fuel consumption at the cur-
rent leve1 of yz: 20 banelsfyear-
even as the population doubles. If the
community's food supply is still to in-
crease to 140 bushels of wheat, such
conservation measures wouid nor suc-
ceed in holdrng fueI production at the
pregrowth level of x, : 50 banels/year.
Rather, agriculture and energy would
both experience increased fuel demands
(even though the households do not),
and we would now determin ex, andx,
by solving the system

O.9xr-O.4xr= 140,
-2x, + O.Bxr: 20. (5)

Problem 2. Solve equations (5)for
x, and xr. Explain why x, fails to
double, even though households re-
quire twice as much food. Explain
the increase in xr.

Slatic us. dynamic

Readers looking ahead to the task
of extending these ideas to four sec-
tors (Leontief studied economies de-
scribed in terms of hundreds of sec-
tors) may see a need to harness
technology to help us solve systems
larger than equations (3). But before
turning to this task, 1et's note that
the techniques presented so far have
been static in nature. Given an
economy represented by (4), these
equations enable us to determine
the outputs x, and x, tlnat corre-
spond to the exogenous values y, :
70 and Y2 = 20, and later to the ex-
ogenous values y, : 14O andyr:2O.

OUAI\IIUlll,IEATURI 41

Agricultural fequirements Energy requirements Household requlrements Totals

$*,&!itiHi$,ii$1g1. L = 10 bushes x - 20 bushels r - 70 bushe s I00 llushe s

En€igy ourpuls xrr = 20 barre s x - 10 barres x - 20 barre s 50 barre s

Household. output$ x., - 224 Person-hours x,," - 5a person-hours r." = 30 person hours 300 person-hours



For each new set of values fory, and

Y2r a separate application of equa-
tions (4) is called for.

But what if we are interested in
determining how this economy will
evolve with time? It is here that in-
put-output economics becomes
more elaborate, introducing consid-
erations such as the technological '

changes that take place and the ac-
cumulation of buildings, machines,
tools, etc., that make it possible to
produce a changing mix of goods.
But even without confronting such
concepts/ we can build a dynamic
model by formulating specific rules
by which yy and y2 are likely to
change with time and then asking
for the corresponding change inx, (t)
andxrlt).By way of specific example,
Iet's suppose that household de-
mand for food will grow at 3o/" per
year while household demand for
energy will satisfy y2{t) :20 + t. As-
suming the structure of the
economy remains constant, how
will the total demand for energy
change with time?

One way of answering this ques-

tion is by means of a spreadsheet
program that calls for repeated appli-
cations of ecluations (4). Underlying
such a program is the fact that the
solution of equations (4) is given by

-- 0.8/r +0.4y,
' 0.64

-- O.Zyt + 0.9y2 (6)

0.64 |

and this enables us to use a spread-
sheet to calculate (and plot) the
changing values of x, and x2corre-
sponding to the assumed changes in
yl and rrffiS. 3).

Problem 3. Suppose /1 Srows at
2"/" peryearwhlleyrdeclines at 1%
peryeat. Develop a spreadsheet pro-
gram that determines the corre-
sponding values of xr(t) and xrlt).

tanum $yslelll$
Readers familiar with matrices

may have observed that ecluations
(6) canbe arrived at by other means.
That is, equations (4) can be thought
of as a matrix equation of the form
Cx = y, where C is a 2 x2 matrix

Figure 3

given by

x is a column vector with compo-
nents (x, xrl, andy is a column vec-
tor with components (yt, yz).In this
context/ equations (5) now corre-
spond to x: C-ly, where

/x,\ I /0.8 0.4\/v,)| 'l=C-'v- - | ll "1.
["r,] 0.64\0.2 0.9 )\yz )

As this example suggests/ the prob-
lem of solving large systems of lin-
ear equations is mainly one of in-
verting large n x n matrices.

In order to relate these ideas to
the system of ecluations (3), it's use-
ful to introduce the matrix I whose
elements are all zeros-except for
1's down the principal diagonal.
Known as an identity matrix, it en-
ables us to wdte equations (3) in the
form (I - A)x = y, where A is the
structural matrix whose elements
are the coefficients a, defined by
ecluation (2). In this n'otation, the
solution of ecluations (3) is x =
(I - A)iy, where we are now faced
with the challenge of computing the
inverseofC:(I-A).

It's important to note that the in-
formation embodied inI -A is regu-
larly collected by statistical offices

and governmental agencies the
world over and is regularly utilized
in similar, though more elaborate,
economic analyses.

Iloun seclor'ocoltolny
With this background in mind,

let's reintroduce the Manufacturing
sector into the three-sector eco-
nomy we've been examining. An
input-output model for what is now
a four-sector economy will confront
us with three equations with three
unknowns. While there are many
ways of solving such systems/ our
approach will be based on matrix
methods that carry over to larger
systems as well.

Let's begin by representing our
four-sector economy by means of a
4 x 5 table (see table 2). Noting that
xr, = 10, x9: 10, x'1.= 20,..., while
x, : 100, xr= 40,.../ our Previous
method of analysis leads to the sys-
tem (I - A)x = y, where

-0.2
0.8

-0.4

( o.e -0.4)C=l l,

[-0.2 0.8 /

-0.286)
-o.2r4l
o.8s7t)

(o.ooot
r-A=l-o.o+s

[-o.tsz

/zo)

,=lzo l.

Iro.J

A B c D E F \,

I Time v1(t) v2(t) x1(t) x2(t)
2 1 7C 20 100 50

3 2 72.1C 103.88 53.47

4 3 74.26 za 107.2C 55.55

5 4 76.49 24 1 10.61 57.65

6 C 78.79 2a 114.11 59.78

7 6 81 .15 zo 'l 17.69 61.92

I 7 83.58 27 121.35 64.09

9
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r00
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1234567
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50 person-hours

(r.z4t9 os9t4 0.s618)

(r-A)-'= 
| 

o.re ro 1.50s4 0.+a0l 
I

[0.3387 0.828 t.4866 )

Readers familiar with matrix multi-
plication are invited to confirm that

by showing that (I - A)(l - Al-1 = r.
This fact makes it possible to use
x = (I - A)-ty to show that the exog-
enous values y1 : 60, y2 = 20, and
YB:20 lead toxr = 110, xz = 50, and
xr: 7o'

Using a spreadsheet, we can again
create a dynamic version of this
four-sector model. The following
plogram assumes that y, grows at
3o/o per yeart yz glows at LYo pet
year, and 13 remains constant at 20
barrelsfyear (see figure 4).

0ur common fulul'e
There is a growing consensus

within the scientific community
that in many (but not all) cases tra-
ditional, single-disciplinary ap-
proaches are not effective in address-
ing the problems associated with a
complex and highly interconnected
world. More and more/ we've come
to appreciate that our world com-
prises many interrelated and overlap-
ping systems, and that to isolate one
or two pieces from the rest of the
puzzle may work " in theory " but not
in the real world. Instead, it's much
more fruit{ul-though clearly more of
a challenge-to look at issues from a
variety of points of view and attempt
to solve them in the context in which
they exist. For some, this broad inte-
grative approach calls for a radical
shift in perspective.

Recall how radically different the
Copernican notion of planets revolv-
ing around a stationary Sun was from
the conventional wisdom of the day.
Much like the framework that helped
guide those after Copernicus, The

Limits to Growthhas helped many to
see how important it is to confront
mafiy of today's problems from a
"systems perspective. "

Input-output economics is a

powerful tool for taking a more sys-
temic approach to issues involving
the use of natural resources, their
transformation into goods that hu-
man societies need and want, and

A B c D E F I H I J
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how the ways we provide for our-
selves materially impact the rest of
the world.

In this article we've seen how in-
put-output economics allows us to
construct a mathematical model of
an economic system in terms of dif-
ferent sectors/ analyze the interrela-
tionship between inputs and out-
puts in each of the sectors, and
provide a formal mechanism for
considering where resources for pro-
duction processes come from and
where the products made and their
associated wastes eventually go.
This helps economics achieve the
important objective we mentioned
earlier-that of embedding eco-
nomic theory in a larger, matertal
system. In addition, input-output
economics helps both natural and
social scientists draw a more sharply
focused and detailed picture of what
act:ually takes place in the real
world. The urgency of many of
today's problems demands solutions
of much greater specificity thantra-
ditional methods can provide.

Ten years agot a report entitled
Our Common Future-more com-
monly referred to as the Brundtland
Report-was prepared for the World
Commission on Environment and
Development. The Brundtland Re-
port was largely responsible for popu-
larizing the term sustainable devel-
opmentt which it defines as the
ability of humanity "to ensure that it
meets the needs of the present with-
out compromising the ability of fu-
ture generations to meet their own
needs." The report describes the en-
vironmental and economic probiems
the world community faces, identi-
fies a number of technological and
organizational measures that might
be implemented to achieve
sustainability, and concludes that
two seemingly contradictory goals-
economic growth and environmental
preservatiort-carrt in fact, be
achieved through the appropriate
management of technology and social
organization. When these goals are
considered within the context of
ongoing efforts to raise the material
standard of living for a growing global
population, it becomes obvious that

closer scrutiny is warranted in order
to learn whether or not achieving
them is feasible.

Beyond Bl'undtland
In The Futur e of the Environmant

(Ox{ord University Press, 199 4), F aye
Duchin and Glenn-Marie Lange use
input-output economics to take a

closer look at some of the recommen-
dations of the Brundtland Report.
Their economic analysis reveals that
many of the positions taken are over-
optimistic or unrealistic. Duchin and
Lange go on to apply input-output
economics in developing and evaluat-
ing a number of options-called sce-
narios-that could serve as alterna-
tive paths to achieving sustainable
development. While traditional
economic analysis tends to focus its
attention on revealing the "right
prices" that would lead to the most
efficient allocation of resources in
order to satisfy consumer demand
andpreferences/ this analysis seeks to
accomplish more. The approach dem-
onstrated rn The Future of the Envi-
ronment attempts to go beyond these
narrow considerations to integrate a

broader systems perspective and pro-
vide the empirical evidence needed to
make informed and realistic deci-
sions about important issues.

Duchin and Lange begin by con-
structing several development sce-
narios: the Our Common Future sce-
nario-based on the assumptions and
recommendations set forth in the
Brundtland Report; a Reference sce-
nario-based on the assumption that
no technical changes occur after 1990
to improve environmental condi-
tions; and three additional scenarios,
all based on many of the assumptions
contained in the Our Common Fu-
ture scenario but each assuming a
more prominent role for altemative
energy sources (either hydroelectric,
nuclear, or solar) considered in com-
bination with a more rapid rate of
modernization in energy-intensive
sectors of the largest developing
economies in the world (China and
India). By providing methods and data
to actually evaluate each of these dif-
ferent development paths, this kind
of work extends beyond an exclusive

focus on prices and in so doing pre-
sents a more realistic picture of what
actually takes place in the real world
economy.

Economists (like mathematicians
and physicists) must make assump-
tions. But, as Quantum readers have
seen many times, making assump-
tions can be a risky business. As in
other disciplines, it's important to
explicitly recognize the assumptions
made because they can-and usually
do-play a powerful role in determin-
ing the conclusions that are drawn.
For instance, the Brundtland Report
assumes that clean and efficient mod-
ern technologies associated with the
use of energy and materials in produc-
tion processes are adopted in all parts
of the world economy over the next
several decades. Duchin and Lange
assembled the input-output tables
and other data necessary to analyze
the impact of this assumption and
found that this assumptjon was too
optimistic. They looked specifically
at the emission levels of three pollut-
ants associated with the production
of energy: carbon, sulfur, and nitro-
gen. They discovered that while 1ev-

els of emissions in their models are
reduced significantly below what
they would have been, assuming no
technologjcal changes or improve-
ments in production processes ian
assulnption o{ the Reference Scenario
that Duchin and Lange constructed
to serve as a basis for cornparison),
these emissions sti11 increase by a
substantial amount. For instance,
carbon emissions increase by a sig-
nificant 60oo. Nitrogen emissions
rise by 63o/o, and sulfur emissions
increase 167o.

A soheninu sceltario
The analysis performed by Duchin

and Lange provides an even more de-
tailed look at the future presented in
the Brundtland Report. The picture
that emerges is not only quite differ-
ent, it's more structured and system-
atic. Their data show that, in addition
to an overall rise in the level of po1-

Iution worldwide, the primary source
of pollution shifts from the developed
northern hemisphere to the rapidly
developing southern hemisphere.
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While it may be a comfort to some
that pollution levels decline in the
nortt! from asystems perspective it's
obvious that the entire world feels the
impact of pollution. This isolated
"fact" provides little basis for long-
term optimism when considered in a
broader context. In contrast to the op-
timism expressed in the Brundtland
Report, a significant amount of em-
pirical evidence-including that pre-
sented here-indicates that the goal
of cleaner air and water will demand
far greater efforts to achieve than
one might conclude from the
Brundtland Report.

With the growing world popula-
tion, declining stocks of natural re-
sources/ environmental degradation,
habitat destruction, and climate
change becoming regular features in
our daily news, there has never been
a more urgent need for ways in which
we-as individuals and communi-
ties-can make better, more intelli-
gent decisions about the direction our
future and the future of the environ-
ment will take in the opening decades
of the 21st century. There are many
exciting opportunities to become ac-
tively engaged in developing the
kinds of innovative and effective
tools described here-tools that can
make a positive contribution to solv-
ing today's environmental and eco-
nomic predicament. The need to con-
struct new scenarios that help define
alternatives to the options currently
offered is virtualiy boundless. By
combining the rigorous quantitative
analysis provided by input-output
economics with the creativity and
imagination of a new generation of
researchers, there is reason to be
hopeful that realistic and feasible an-
swers can indeed be found.

Economics-the dismal science?
Far from it! O

Dean Button is Director of Program
Development for the School of HumanL
ties and Social Sciences at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute. Faye Duchin rs
the Dean of Humanitias and Social Sci-
encas at the same institution and is tha
authu of The Future of the Environ-
ment. Kurt Kreith is a professor at the
University of Califoruia-Davis and tha
editor of the LTG articlas in this special
issue of Quantum.
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"The world is never quiet, even its silence eternally resounds
with the same notes, in vibrations which escape our ears.

-Albert 
Camus

by Arthur Eisenkraft and Larry D. Kirkpatrick

Cool tlihralions

PHYSICS
CONTEST

LOW RUMBLE THROUGH
the Earth convulses a highway
like a fish gasping for air. A
child in a distant playground

gracefully moves his body, propel-
ling the swing to new heights. An
operatic singer shatters a crystal
glass with the precision of her voice.

The Earth, the child, and the so-
prano play with oscillations. Not
content with the simple vibrations
of sound, or a mass on a string, or a
screen door swinging to and fro, this
active cast of characters forces the
systems and produees fascinating
results. To understand what is hap-
pening, we will review the simpiest
vibrating system before exploring
the more complex activities of our
players.

A mass hangs from a massless
spring. In its stable position, the
force of gravity on the mass must be
equal and opposite to the force of the
spring. This defines the equilibrium
position of the system xo:

mg-kxo=rr7a=0t

If the system is pulled below its
equilibrium position, there is a net
force pulling the mass upward. We
can define the stretch of the spring
x as the distance beyond the equilib-

rium position:

-kx=-o=-d,'{.dt'

We can "guess" at the solution to
this differential equation:

x=Acos(olr+q).

Taking derivatives, we find

dxv=?=-Arosin(cot+0),
dt

dzx..a=4=-Aa"cos(ror+O).
dt'2

To find out if we have guessed suc-
cessfully, we substitute these solu-
tions forx anddzxf dtzinto our origi-
nal equation --kx : md2xf dtz and
find that this is indeed a solution
when

11.
ro--l-

!m

whereucf2nis equal to the frequency
of vibration v of the oscillator.

The situation gets more compli-
cated when it is made more realistic.
AII oscillating systems have a re-
tarding force. Often this retarding or
damping force is proportional to the
velocity of the mass. The amplitude
of this oscillation will decrease and
decrease untii the mass eventually

comes to rest. But does the fre-
quency change under this force? The
equation of motion is now

. ,dx dzx-Rx-D-=rI7-.dt dtl

A solution to this equation if b (the
coefficient of the damping force) is
small is

* - A"'btlzm cos(or't + q),

a,=2nv,= /o -(]-\' .

\ m \2m)

A plot of this equation shows an
oscillation of constant frequency,
which damps out exponentially.
Exploring this solution will be part
of the contest problem.

A more interesting motion occurs
when avarying external force also
drives the oscillating mass with a
damping force. This extemal force
can be the positioning of a child's
body to make the swing reach new
heights or the soprano's voice driv-
ing the molecules in the glass crys-
tal. In this case, the equation of;
motion is B

mg
^0 - --;-

-R

-kx -b#.F- cos(co"t) = *#;.

The solution of this equation is

o
(U

Eo
F
_o
t
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x=jrsin(.,"f-q),
lT

where

^ ..2 -
G=, m)[a") -LD2 l- +bt$il)

\\t

and

, ba"O: cos'G

We can see that the frequency of
oscillation is now that of the exter-
na1 driving frequency and not the
natural frecluency. If the driving fre-
cluency is equai to the natural fre-
quency and the damping force is
zero (b: 0), we see that G becomes
zero and the displacementxwili get
infinitely large. This is called reso-
nance. Of course, there is never a

situation where the damping force is
exactly zero, and we find that the
resonance does produce very large
displacements, although not infi-
nite. This is the explanation for the
eollapsing highway, the crystal be-
ing broken, and the child being able
to swing to such new heights.

Our contest problem oscillates
from some simple problems to some
graphical and mathematicaL analy-
sis.

The first problem was a small
part of one of the cluestions in this
summer's very successful Interna-
tional Physics Olympiad in
Sudbury, Canada. In fact, the local
radio station offered a prize to any
listeners who could call in a solu-
tion.

A. A mass hangs from a massless
spring and oscillates with a f.re-
quency of I Hz.If the spring is cut
in ha1f, what is the new osciliation
frequency?

B. A mass m hangs from 3 mass-
less springs as shown in the figure.
The springs have spring constants
k1, k2, and kr. When m is displaced
from its equilibrium position, what
is the period of oscillation?

C. (1) Sketch the solution for the
damped oscillator. (2) The mean
lifetime is defined as the time it
takes for the oscillator's amplitude

to reach I le of its initial value. De-
rive an equation for the mean life-
time. (3) A hanging block with a
mass of 2 kg is attached to a mass'
less spring with spring constant
equal to 10 N/m. The mass is dis-
placed from its equilibrium position
by 12 cm. If the damping force has
ab value of 0.18 kg/s, find the num-
ber of oscillations made by the
block during the time interval in
which the amplitude falls to Il4 of
its original value. (4) Derive an ex-
pression for the velocity of the mass
at any given time.

D. A forced oscillator can have
substantially different effects on a
mass. (1) Show graphically how the
amplitude depends on the ratio of
the driving frecluency ol" and the
natural frequency ro for the follow-
ing values of the damping coef{i-
cientb:b =0,maf 4,maf 2,ma, and
2mot (21Derive an expression for
the velocity of the mass at any given
time.

Please send your solutions to
Quantum, 1 840 Wilson Boulevard,
Arlington YA2220I-3000 within a

month of receipt of this issue. The
best solutions wi11be noted in this
space.

lllans or [usl!
As predicted, the Mars Pathfinder

landed on Mars on |uly 4, 1997, and
has sent back fantastic pictures of
the surface of Mars. We fully expect
to find Sojourner toys in sandboxes

and backyards very soon.
Our contest problem in the

March/April issue explored two
simplified ways of leaving Mars or-
bit and landing on the Martian sur-
face. Excellent solutions were sub-
mitted by Andr6 Cury Maiali and
Gualter |os6 Biscuola from Braztl.

A. The gravitational force acting
on a satellite of mass m orbiting
Mars is given by

- GMmu_' 
(n *h)''

where G is the gravitational constant/
M and R are the mass and rafius of
Mars, and h is the altitude of the or-
bit above the surface. Because the
surface gravity on Mars is given by

GM
o 

R2'

this force can also be written as

F = -8R'= 
'

(a+a)2'

Equating either of these expressions
for the gravitational force to the cen-
tripetal force mvll(R + h) allows us
to solve for the orbital velocity vo:

Using the numerical values given in
the problem, vo = 3.38 km/s.

B. According to the statement
describing the first method of land-
ing, the path is an ellipse that is tan-
gent to the orbit and to the Martian
surface at the two ends of the ellipse.
Let the speed of the satellite be v,
a[ter the retrorockets have fired and
voatthe surface and write down the
expressions for the conservation of
angular momentum

mvoR: mv*{R + hl

and the conservation of mechanical
ener8y

CMm1,CMmln
=II7V7 - =mV-X -R2

Solving for vrwe obtain

,, -D c - GM,o-,.\ R_h- \R+h
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i2Rvx=vo,;* =3'29 km/s'
lrr\Tll

Conservation of angular rnomen-
tum now te1ls us that

R +,hva =vr 
- 

:' = 16i[11 /5.
R

mechanical energy to find the speed
at pointX. Let's call this speed v" to
distinguish it from the speed we
obtained for the first method. Then

In the second case, the two velocity
vectors vo andv, arenot parallel, but
we lcnow that v, = vo * vrr where v,
is the radial component of velocity
imparted by the rocket engines.
Therefore, we can use the Pythag-
orean theorem to find

hLvt=v,=voi=36S1n/t.

Then Avo/Av, : 0.240, or about one-'
fourth as much.

E. We now compare the landing
speeds:

R+h (a+h'\ / 2RvA=vxR=uoloJ{zo*,
/a+a\

Vo=Vnl-1." "(R)

Thus

vt f zR---L= _l --'- =0.974.vs \2R+h
o

1,
-mv; -)

CMm 1"CMm
-mv;.DD

This answer makes sense, because
the speed must increase as the sat-
ellite descends to the surface.

C. This time the rockets fire in
the radial direction. Therefore, the
rockets do not change the angular
momentlrm of the satellite. Conser-
vation of angular momentum tells
us that

lllr,.,R=ruvo(R+h).

Thus

Dt7.
vR=I',"- " =3.74km/s.

R

We can no\\- use conservation of

R+h

Solving for v, and using our expres-
sion for vB,we obtain

I -oI h.
vy = vo,/t * 1r = 3.40 km / s.

!fi'
D. Our Brazilian readers point out

that we can get much better com-
parisons by calculating the changes
in the velocities at point X algebra-
ically rather than using our numeri-
cal results. In the first case, voandv,
lie along the same direction and we
can simply subtract them to obtain

(, 7zn \Lvo=vo-vx:vol 1-.i -- : I^ "1. \zR+h )
=87.7 m ls.
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AT THE
BLACKBOARD

An attl olt a lilt calt

of this route is the same). Develop-
ing the tin can on the plane (fig. 2a),

we see at once that the shortest path
goes first along the linear element
AM of. the cylinder, then continues
along the diameter MB.TIr.e length
of this route is Smm = H + 2R."

"Wait a second," the other student
replies. "One can very comfortably
develop the tin can in a different way!

|ust throw away the lids and spread
the side surface on the plane so that
we get a rectangle (fig. 2b). Then the
shortest path will be the segment
connecting points A and B-its
length is s-, : {fr;iF . And the

image of the ant's route on the tin can
will be a part of a corkscrew line."

The students were on the verge of
quarreling when a the idea occurred

to them to compare both paths-the
shorter one will be the correct an-
swer. First they determined the con-
ditions whereby the lengths of both
routes are equal, writing down the
equality

H +2R:

Then they transformed it:

lH + 2R)2: IP + n2R2,

I4+4HR+4R2:IP+n2R2,
4H=(n2-41R,

finally arriving at

Hx2
R4

Thus the lengths are eclual when

b

nR

l<
f
C
(d

i
-oA

"{f,;af,

A

Figure 1
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Finding the shortest path from A to B

by lgor Akulich

WO STUDENTS ARE PON-
dering the following problem:
A tin can takes the form of a
right cylinder with radius R and

height H. An ant is sitting on the
border circle of one of its bases
(point A in figure 1). It wants to
crawl to the most distant point B at
the border circle of the other base
(symmetric to A with respect to the
center of the tin). Find the shortest
path {or the ant.

"But it's aYery simple probleml"
the first student says confidently.
"We just have to consider the planar
development of the tin. Let's say, for
the sake of definiteness, that the ant
first crawls along the side surface
and then across the upper base (of
course/ it's possible that the ant
takes the symmetric route: first
crawling across the lower base/ then
along the side surface; but the length

Hz +n2R2

B

a

2R

M

H
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the ratio of the tin can's height to its
radius is equal to this figure. Now we
can conclude that lf HIR < nzf 4 - l,
then the shortest path was given by
the first student; If HIR > nzf 4 - l,
then the shortest path was given by
the second student.

The students were so glad and
proud of themselves, they couldn't
help boasting to thefu math teacher
about the solution they'd found.

Question to the reader: What
would you tell them if you were
their teacher?

Tlte teachen $peal(s

Let's answer together: "Sorry,
you're wrong! You've certainly
solved a problem, but . . . it's another
problem. Namely, you took two
possible routes from pointA to point
B ar,d determined the conditions
whereby one of them is shorter than
the other. But in addition to these
two, there are many other paths (see

figure 3) that go from A along the
side surface to an arbitrary point P
on the border circle of the upper
base, and then from P to B along a
segment of a straight line on the
upper base."

As you can see/ the paths pro-
posed by the students are only par-
ticular cases of the path we've sug-
gested. In the path proposed by the
first student, P coincides with point
M; rnthat of the second, it coincides
with B. That is to say, the students
suggested two "extremal" variants.
And the truth is, undoubtedly,
somewhere in between.

[et$ ulork lhis fil'ouuh
We're looking for the shortest

path. Denoting the center of the

= gure 3
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upper base by O and the radian mea-
sure of the angle MOPby Q, we find
without much trouble that the
length o{ arc MP equals RQ, and the
length of the shortest curve AP is
r^*
lH' + R'q' (according to the

Pythagorean theorem), and the
length of segmentPB is 2R cos (Q/2).

Thus the length of the entire path is
a function of Q-namely

t ' " r2Rcos9.S=VH,+R.0" 
z

Now we just have to find the
minimum of this function at the
segmentQe [0,n].

You probably know how to do
this. A function can attain the mini-
mum either at one end of the inter-
val or somewhere in the middle. As
far as the ends are concerned, the
students have already looked a them
(their paths correspond to the values

Q = 0 and Q = ru). But how should they
look for the minimum inside the in-
terval? Here the universal method is
given by differential calculus. Let's
take the derivative:

s'= R2d 
-Rsin9.

JHZ + R2o2 2

The points of the interval (0; ru)

where this derivative vanishes, or is
not determined (although this is
impossible here), are suspected of
being the extremum.If the function
has local maxima or minima in this
segment/ it can attain these values
only in points of this sort. So let's
put the derivative equal to zero:

R'q 
-Rsin9=0.

Ja2 + R2q2 2

T[at$ easy tol' you to say!
True. The first insurmountable

obstacle is to solve equation {1). In
fact, it can't be solved-that is, it's
impossible to express Q in terms of
H and R by means of elementary
functions.

So what shall we do? There's only
one way out of this situation: find a
"roundabout" method. Firs! let's note
that if a function has a local mini-
mum at a point, then it must decrease
to the left of this point and increase
to the right. Therefore, its derivative
is negative to the left of this point,
vanishes at the point, and is positive
to the right of it. In other words, the
derivative increases in some neigh-
borhood of the local minimum. Thus
the second derivative must be posi-
tive (or zero, in the extreme case) at
the minimum point. And if the sec-
ond derivative is negative, we can
state with certainty that there is no
localminimum at thepoint (it's cluite
clear there is a maximum).

So, let's find the second derivative:

R2Hz RO
- - cos:.2 2l)1t't

S"=

We have to find its sign is at the
points where the first derivative van-
ishes-that is, in the points forwhich
equation (1)ho1ds. Buthow canwe do
this? Let's try this "triek": we ffans-

form the quantities trU' *R2d2 and

IP using ecluation (1):

1iH2 +R'0' =

(,,,-a' -,- a-O: )'

R0

o's1n:
2

or, after simplifying, H'

RQ :.ir9. , ,

[r:*pz6z 
""'Z' tI)

Now al1we need to do is find all q
satisfying this equation that belong
to the interval (0, ru), calculate the
corresponding values of S, and, fi-
naIly, from all the numbers S(Q) ob-
tained in this way, as well as S(0),

S(n), choose the smallest. No sweat!

stPTt]t4BrB/0cr0BtR lssT



We substitute these formulas in
equation (2):

only be a maximum and not a mini-
mum.

The $udenls tltlet'B t'iultt afler all!
We see that S attains its minimal

value at one of the ends of the seg-
ment [0, n]. This means the students
found the correct answer. Theywere
rightl

How do you like that? Yet our
objections were correct/ too. A para-
dox, wouldn't you say?

No, not rcally. fust good luck.
The students were fortunate in that
their incorrect solution gave the cor-
rect answer to the problem. Situa-
tions like this are not all that tare.
You probably can reca11 something
similar that happened to yourself.
As a matter of fact, this article was
written just to give you a piece of
advice (which you may have heard
aheady, but it bears repeating): even
when you use the most obvious and
the most reliable methods (for in-
stance/ the method of planar devel-

S"=

' l0COS_:
R2 .R262 2

- rdsln'-
2 Rd

- cos -.1-22

d)n--o)_)
R

2O

/ \3

lr*l
I .'.9 I\ 2)

.or9.lz.nr9ri)\ )-\
= 

3.or9(rinq-ot.
2d )'

If 0 < O < rc, the factor to the left of
the parentheses ts positive, and
thus the sign oi S" coincides with
that of the expressron sin O - O.
But, as is well knitrrn, srn Q < Q when
0 < O < tc, and thr-rs sino -Q < 0 when
Q. (0, nJ. So ii the function S has an
extremum in this interval, it can

Figure 4

opment/ when you're looking for the
shortest route), you ought to be very
cautious and ready to doubt your
reasoning. Otherwise you might get
into trouble.

By the way, our solution isn't
quite complete either. We didn't
take into consideration paths that
like the one in figure 4. Think of
what to do about them. Then check
your answer (in the back of the
magazine, as usual). CI

uisil the lllsTA suience $tol'e 0nline!
Open 24 hours a day,
7 days a week

Over 300 items
specially selected for
science teachers,
students, and parents

Books, posters,
software, CD-ROMs,
and more

Browse at your leisure,
order at your
convenience:

o online
o bY Phone
' bY fax

' bY mail

Our Web address:

\ AM,v. nsta. org/scistore
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IN THE LAB

Physics in lhe kiluholt

Simple experiments with boiling water

by l. l. Mazin

O PERFORM THE FOLLOW-
ing experiments we need an
empty glass, a pan of water, a
thermos, a kettle, an electric

stove-and what else? Certainly the
most important thing: an inquisitive
mind, plus the desire to perform
some physical "tricks."

lttlhy n tllflml' [ttllsd iilo flte UIass?
Take an ordinary pan and pour

some water into it (to a depth of
2-3 cm). Then lower an empty glass
upside down into the pan. Set the
pan on the stove, heat the water, and
let it boil for about 5 minutes. Turn
the stove off. Soon you'Il see water
being drawn up into the glass, rising
higher and higher until it fills most
of it.

Now let's explain what we've
seen. What is the force that lifts the
water in the glass? Clearly it can
only be the force of atmospheric
pressure (that is, the pressure of the
surrounding air). This means that
the air pressure inside the glass is
less than the atmospheric pressure.
By how much? It's not difficult to
estimate the pressure difference (lP)
inside and outside the glass-it's
equal to the hydrostatic pressure of
the water in the glass at the end of
the experiment. Assume the height
of the water column is h = 10 cm,
the water density p : 103 kg/m3, and
the acceleration due to gravity
I = l0 m/s2. From this we get

LP = pgh = 103 Pa = 0.01 atm.

So, why did the air pressure inside
the glass become less than the atmo-
spheric pressure? The first thought
that comes to mind is this: as the
water boils, the air in the glass is
heated, so it expands and partially
leaves the glass. Indeed, looking
closely at the pan, we notice air
bubbles leaving the glass. When the
remaining air cools (after we turn
the stove off), it compresses, so the
vacated space will be occupied by
water. Let's estimate the magnitude
of this effect.

Assume the volume of the glass is
V =200 cm3, the initial temperature
(before heating) ?1 :300 K, the final
temperatureTr= 373K, and the at-
mospheric pressure P = | atm =
105 Pa. From the ideal gas lawwe ob-
tain the fraction of air that remains
in the glass after boiling:

py =lRTr,M

pv =?RTz,M

from which we get

Thus the cooling of the hot air to the
initial temperature results in a com-
pression to B0% of the volume of the
glass. Thus only 20% is occupiedby
water. And yet we saw that water
filled more than half the glass! At
best we can explain only one third of

the effect. If we take into account
that the water rises in just a few sec-
onds, and that this time is too short
for the air to cool to room tempera-
ture, we're forced to admit that our
explanation is erroneous and that
we need to look for another.

Where did we go wrong? It seems
we were mistaken in supposing that
the glass is filled only with air. We
forgot about water vapor. Indeed,
during the five minutes of turbulent
boiling, water vapor was entering
the glass continuously, mixing with
the air and trying to push it out.
When we turned the stove off, the
glass was mostly filled not with air
but with water vapor. And not just
water vapor-satutated vapor. The
saturated vapor pressure P. de-
creases during cooling, and the drop
in pressure is very abrupt (see the
figure below). We need to cool the

{ (mm Hs)
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Toking Nqture
Into Account

The Svstem ol National
Accounls (SNA) is the
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measure tht'lr effectiveness. But a crtLcial elt-
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ommendaLLons lor adlusting the l-a1- l e thinli
ahouL end moiisllre econLrmic progress. Clulr
rnembt'r \\iutt-r \:an Dieren has broughL Loge rh-
er some c,I Lhe ri'orlds nrost respected expelLs L()

sperk out rbout thc laultv lramervorh ol the

SN,\, Lhc clangers ol emphasL:ing procluctiur
gro\\ th L-r\'.r qualLtr. ol Jife. ancl the need to IacLL

Ltrte sust;tinaltle der-elrrptrrnt. These exprrts
rralic ihe ethicrL, hLsrorical. eeonomrc. and ecr-.

Loqical arguments ipr inclucling rnlLLonuenlal
lirctors rrhcn mersuring [1scal hea]Lh.

Tiiling NaLaru I[lo l..or]1r LS urgent readinS for

i " ,.ir r- ..('rr.r- . r-l rir-
flr\-irarrrrrtalrsL:. xnal those in busuress
LLrncerned citL:ens u,1ll lincl lt a clear untan
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out why?

water by only 0.3'C to decrease the
pressure by 0.01 atm. Clearly such a
cooling can take place almost in-
stantaneously.

Our experiment also shows that
if the water is boiled long enough, on
cooling it will fill almost the entire
volume of the glass. There is virtu-
ally no limit on the height of the
water column-after all, a pressure
of 1 atm is created by a water col-
umn l0 m high.

The question arises: is five min-
utes enough time to evaporate the
necessary amount o{ water? Let',s
try to come up with an answer.
The evaporation rate depends on
the power output of the stove, the
size of the pan, and so on/ so let/s
use the actual numbers obtained in
experiments. In our case a layer of
water I cm deep evaporated from
the pan in about 30 minutes. So
duringfivemin, m=3 gof water
will evaporate from a surface equal
to the cross-sectiotal area of the
glass-about 20 cmz. At a tempera-
tffe T:373 Kandpressure
P : I atm, this saturated vapor oc-
cupies the volume

V=*RT=5literslMP

Assuming that the vapor mixes ho-
mogeneously with the air, we get
only (0.2 U5ll . 100% : 4"h of the
volume of the glass is occupied by
the air, while the other 95oh ts occu-
pied by water. This result can actu-
ally be observed.

When h it mol'e diflicullt0 Ull lhe col'k

lrom a lhermm?

For the second experiment we
need a thermos, preferably with a

narrow cork that plugs the neck
tightly but doesn't go into it en-
tirely. First we boil water in a kettle,
then pour it into the thermos. A
little later we pour it out and plug
the thermos tightly with the cork.
Try to pull the cork from the ther-
mos a few hours later-you will see

how tightly it is set in the neck. You
won/t have an easy time removing
itl (This is whywe shoulduse a cork

that extends a bit from the neck.) If
instead of plugging an empty ther-
mos we had plugged one filled with
boiling watet, the suction effect
would be very small or absent en-
tirely. But what will happen if we fill
only a half or a quarter of the ther-
mos with the boiling water? You
might think that the suction force
would be somewhere in between the
two extremes. But that's not the
case. The effect will be just a little
stronger than with a full thermos.
Let's see why.

A characteristic property of a

thermos is its low heat transfer. In
a good one-liter thermos, water
cools only 2-3"C per day. Since
the specif ic heat o{ water is
+.zkllkg. K), we can estimate the
amount of heat dissipated by the
thermos in one day l= 10 k|). An
empty thermos has a mass of
about 200 g. The specific heat of
the thermos's material (glass and
metal) is about 0.5 k|/(kg. K), so a
heat transfer of 10 k| corresponds
to a temperature drop of about
100'C. This means that the ther-
mos will cool to room tempera-
ture-that is, the temperature drop
will be 80oC. According to Charles's
law, this temperature drop corre-
sponds to a pressure difference of
0.2 atm. For a cork with a cross sec-
tion of approximately 5 cm2, this re-
sults in arather appreciable force of
about 10 N.

Since the specific heat of water is
almost 10 times that of g1ass, even
100 g of water in the thermos will
reduce the decrease in temperature
(and the respective pressure differ-
ence) by afactor of four. For a quar-
ter-filIed thermos, the pressure dif-
ference will be smaller by a factor of
seYefl; in a half-fi11ed thtrmos, it
will be smaller than that for an
empty thermos by a factor of 15.

Explain t[h!
Here's one last experiment. Fill

half a thermos with very hot milk,
plug it with a cork, and shake it vig-
orously. You'll see milk bubbles
around the cork-air is escaping
from the thermos. Can you figure

o
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lntel'nalional Mafiemalical 0lympiad
Competing against reams repre-

senting a record E2 c(rultil rc5/ a tealTl
of six US high school students won
six medals at the 38th International
Mathematical Ol1'mpiad rIMO) held
in Mar del Piata, Argentrna, fuly 18-
31, 1997, and tiecl ior iourth place.

The top 10 teams and their scores
(out of a possibie 151 points) were
China (223), Hungarl- (219), Iran
l2I7), United State s 1202J, Russia
(202), Ukraine 1195r, Bulgaria (191),
Romania (191 -\ustralia {187), and
Vietnam (183 .

The 199? I-\lO US team members
were Carl I. Bosley (Topeka, Kan-
sas)-gold r-nedalist, Nathan G.
Curtis lAiexandria, Virginia)-gold
medahst, Li-Chung Chen (Cupertino,
Cahfornial-silver medalist, |ohn f.
Clyde lNerr Piymouth, Idaho)-silver
medahst, Iosh P. Nichols-Barrer
{Nervton Center, Massachusetts)-
silver medalist, and Daniel A. Stron-
ger (Nerv York City)-silver medalist.

Carl Bosley was one of four stu-
dents iout of 2160 participants) who
scored a perfect paper.

The Head Coach and Leader of
the Team was Titu Andreescu of the
Illinois Mathematics and Science
Academy. The team was also ac-
companied by Elgin fohnson of Iowa
State Universit,v and Walter E.
Mientka oi the ljnn,ersitv of Ne
braska-Lrnco1n.

Here is a represenrarive .luestion
that was used in this year's IMO:

An n x n matrix (square aruay)
whose entries comc from thc set
S = {1, 2, ...,2n - 1} is called a silver
matrix if, for each -z : I, ..., n, the rth
row and the ith column together
contain all elements of S. Show that
(a) there is no silver matrix for

HAPPEN INGS

Bullelilt Boal'd

n : 1997; (b) silver matrices exist for
infinitely many values of n.

The American Mathematics
Competitions (AMC)is aprogram of
the Mathematical Association of
America, and the USA Mathemati-
cal Olympiad is an AMC activity
sponsored by nine national math-
ematical sciences or ganizations. Fi-
nancial and progam support is pro-
vided by the Army Research Office,
the Office of Naval Research,
Microsoft Corporation, the Matilda
R. Wilson Fund, and the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln.

lnlel'nalional Plrysics 0lympiad
A report on the XXVIII Interna-

tional Physics Olympiad will appear
in the November/December issue.

lllota flane old CybmTea$el'
The September/October Cyber-

Teaser (brainteaser B2l2 in this is-
sue) was a cinch-once you realized
you weren't going to be able to solve
it by pushing matchsticks around
the tabletop. We were impressed by
the ASCII drawings sent in by some
of our contestants (the Cyberludge is
all thumbs in that department) and
by the |PEGs and bitmaps as well.
But of course/ all you needed was the
rightwords...

Here are the first ten persons who
submitted a correct answer elec-
tronically:

Theo Koupelis (Wausau, Wisconsin)
Matthew Wong {Edmonton, Alberta}
Bdan S. Manslield (Loveland, Ohio)
Leo Borovskiy (Brooklyn, New York)
[im Grady {Branchburg, New }ersey)
Badri Ramamurthi (Albuquerque, New

Mexico)
Chantelle March {Morphett Vale, South

Australia)

|im Paris {Doylestown, Pennsylvania)
Lee Ai Ling {Darul Ridzuan, Malaysia)
Oleg Shpyrko (Cambndge, Massachusetts)

Each will receive a Quantumbtt-
ton and a copy of the September/Oc-
tober issue. Everyone who submitted
a correct answer in the time allowed
was eligible to win a copy of Quan-
tum Quandaties, our collection of
the first lO0 Quantum brainteasers.

Care to go toe to toe with the lat-
est CyberTeaser? Then head to
www.nsta.org/quantum and click
on the Contest button.

llll[at$ haprultinU?
Summer study ... competitions ... new
books ,,, ongoing activities ... clubs and as-
sociations .., free samples ... contests ...
whatever it is, if you think it's of interest to
Quantum readers, let us know about it!

ltUhal$ olt youl' lnittd?
Write to usl We want io know what you
lhink of Quantum. What do you like the
most? What would you like to see more
of? And, yes-what don'tyou like about
Quantunl? We want to make it even bel
ter, but we need your help,

lfUhal3 ottr address?

Quantum
Nat onal Scrence Teachers Associat on

1840 Wi son Boulevard
Arlington VA 222U-3A0A

Be a laclor in lle

OUANTUM
Eqllatioll!

OlJAITIIUlllitlAPPIllJIl'JES



xct'0s$sGlBllcE by David R. Martin

Acnoss

1 German physicist
Ernst 

- 
(1840-

1e05)

5 Fusible ceramic 47 Birth-control 11 _ b'rith 44 Astronomer Carl 52 Exist in France

vl,.2rC5

rlixture advocate 

- 
12 Ten decibels

9 60,091. {in base 161 Guttmacher 14 Sum of diagonal 4(r Nymph

Caucasian, e.g. 58 Austrian composer 23 Suspends

21 Spore sacs

- 
Berg 24 60 coulombs: abbr.

22 Tcst tube baby 59 Anthropologist 

- 
25 Koran chapter

pioneer John 
- 

Hrdlicka 26 Pretext

23 Luminous ring 60 Rotate 27 Rachel and Leah's

25 Like thc ocean 61 Nevada lakc father

28 Organic compounds 62 Unit of heredity 29 966,362 (in base 16)

53 Sense organ

54 Computer memory:

13 Move suddenly 49 Enclosure matrix elements 47 More stable isomer: abbr.

14 Instant 50 wind (of 17 Sodium sescluicar- pref. 55 Novelist 
- 

Edvart

15 Grcat _ {dog) western China) bonate 48 Loyal, ln Edinburgh Rolvaag i1876-19311

16 Lrke a battery 53 Selectivc drf{usion 18 

- 
acid (grcen apple 49 52,666 {in base 16) 56 

- 
iaser

19 Sum process iuice ingredient) 50 Seagirt land SOLL)T1ON tN THE

20 Mongoloid or 57 lar 
-

22 Edges or borders 51 Tres 

-
NEXT ISSUE

SOLUTION TO THE

JULY/AUGUST PUZZLE

31 Muslim doctors
32 Excessive [OWn

30 fewish month
32 Averages

34 

- 
bang I 44,522 {in base 16) 33 Atmosphere

36 BBQ favoritc 2 Hairless 35 Fastened wlth a belt

37 Regime 3 Procreated 37 Geophysiclst Harry

38 

--Civita 
symbol 4 And so on: abbr. Fielding 

- 
(1859-

39 Abscisic acid: abbr. 5 Dress 1944)

40 Elongated iruits (r Food grain 38 Mallophaga

41 Lascr infrared radar 7 Fish dcrmatitis 40 Typc of kingdom

42 Polysaccharide 8 "to a 

-." 
(pcrfect) 41 Surveyor's instru-

44 Trig. function 9 Inventor Thornas ment

45 Ahsorbed dose units
46 Wheel hub l0 43,724 (in base 15)
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1 3 5 6 7 8 10 11 12

13 14 15

t6 t7 18

19 20 1

25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35

36 37 38

39 40 1

42 43 44

47 48 49 50 5i 52

54 ;5 56

s7 58 59

50 1 52
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Malh

M211
The set deiined br rhr iqr-ratron

ly - 2xl = x consists oi trr-o r!\ S i r' = -1,

x> 0, and y = 3x,r 2 0. It : I]rrt hard
to see that the eqlr.rtion r.. - I = r
defines the same ra1-s. The re :iri no
other possibilities.

M212
Triangle CPK is Corl jt.L.rrr r rrr-

angle CBK, because C,( :. .r c,-.n-r-

mon side {fig. 1), IPCK = !Ch and
IKPC = IKMA: ZCBL. Tre last
two equalities follou- fron-L rhe prop-
erties of inscribed ar-rqles, Thi-rs
AP = ICP - CAI: ltt - b

M213
The system is line ar rrith respect

to parameterc a, b and.'. Le t's use it
to express a, b, and.- r ia r, v, and z.

Eliminate denomrnators in the
second and the third eqr-rations and
replace the erpressron given in the
first ecluation u-rth c. Alter simplify-
ing, we obtarn

_.1_t_. ____)_1
--^ 1 y-xy z

ANSWERS,
HINTS &

SOLUTIONS

Get rid of b (multiplying the equa-
tions by ll + z2)y andlxz + y), respec-
tively, and adding the first equation
to the sccond). We ohtain

(1 + r2)(1 + zz)122 + ly - xz)ly + xz)z)
: xyz(lxz - xzylll + z1)y

- lxz + yz'\1xz - y)\,

OT

,t1-x'Y)z\ - *'y)a - Y) z\ - )')z - )t z..._l\ Yyz, _ xlt.. _-^L':^y/-\^yzt-
. ',.lrl _ ,) -) _ wttz _ ,.,,-l ,.._.r

^)--xY/ - )-Z-)

Multiplying these three equations
term by term, we find abc: *5fl72.
Thus abc > 0, and xyz: tJabc.
Therefore, the answer is

!"u abc

M214
Consider atriangleABC that can

l:e folded into the surface of a uni.t
regular tetrahedron (without over-
Iaps), so that the vertices of the tet-
rahedron correspond to the vertices
of the triangle and to the midpoints
of its sides. Draw the medianAD in
the triangle and continue it after
point D to a distance equal to itself.
We obtain pointE. Then we can fold
the triangle ABE into the surface of
the same tetrahedron so that the
vertices of this tetrahedron corre-
spond to the vertices of the triangle
and to the midpoints of its sides.
(This fact is evident enough. Tri-
angle A CD is, in a certain sense/
substituted for triangle BED, which
takes the place of ACD on the sur-
face of the tetrahedron.)

Figure 2 shows how we can ob-
tain, using the transformation
above, the triangles described in
parts (a) and (b) from an equilateral
triangle with side 2. This triangle is
a development of a unit regular tet-
rahedron, so that the vertices of the
tetrahedron correspond to the verti-
ces and midpoints of the sides of the
triangle. Thus we conclude that it is
possible to fold these triangles into
the surface of a unit regular tetrahe-
dron.

-tl-rat is,

,-. -1,.1-l -),-) , \/) 7: _ u)_,\u.\1 \ L *x) t) _ a^_t
= x\ zt iy)/ * *tyt + y) / + i/).

But it's evident that x, y, z + 0. Thus
a = xf .Further, we find b = yz, c = XZ.
We thus obtain the system

ln= ry,
i

lb=vz
l-/-t

| -  1

( +' ab,'------
Ih

- o(t + "'):,, + b(.xz + y)x

=x)zZy-r3ytr,
a(x - xz)z- o(r+ ,')r,

+. .rb.' )'I,CI

CE'fW' Ar4 a t'/tz\ ffi/-ffi
ABr

Figure 1 Figure 2
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M215
Note that b(Zn + 1) = b(n). (The

first digit in apy such representation
of 2n + 1 is 1. Dropping it and divid-
ing all the rest by 2, we obtain a rep-
resentation of n. Thus we get a one-
to-one correspondence between the
representations of n and}n + 1.)We
also note thatbllnl : b(n) + bln - ll
(the first term corresponds to the
case do = 0, and the second to the
case ao = 2). Now we compute

b(Iee7l: bleesl: b(4eel + blae\l =

2b(249) + blza9l = 3b(t24) + b(r23)
= 3(b(521+ b(6rll + b(6rl = 3bl62l +
4bl5rl : \bl3ll + 7b(30) = 10b(1s) +

7b(t4) = r7bl7l + 7bl5l :2ab(3) +

7bl2l=31b(1) +7b(0) =31 '1+7'r
:38.

Physics

P21 1

At any moment while the ath-
letes are running the cord is
stretched uniformly, so the ratio of
the distances from the point C to the
ends of the cord will not vary with
time. The figure in the problem
shows that this ratio is initially
equal to

lACl:lCBl:t:4.
Clearly the displacement Ax of the
knot to the east is determined by the
displacement AS, of runner A-at all
times it equals 415 of that displace-
ment:

4- 4Ax=-A5, -;vot.5D

Using the dimensions given in the fig-
ure/ we see that point D is Ax : 4 m
to the east. Therefore, the knot passes

through point D when

5Axt- - -- -5s.
4vo

The displacement Ay of the knot
to the south is determined by the
shift lS" of runner B, so at any mo-
ment ay = AS/5. At time t: 5 s the

$0

knot is shifted from the initial po-
sition to the south by Ly = 2 m.
Thus runner B, moving with an ac-
celeration d/ runs the distance
AS, : 5Ay: 10 m in time t = 5 s-
that is,

!a* = LSv,
2

which reduces to

AS.. ,na=2-*='-: mfs' =0.8 m/s'.
t'2 25

P21 2
We'll denote the temperature and

pressure of the air at a distance from
the model as 7, (71 : 7 = 300 K)
andP1, and the correspondingval-
ues near point A as T, ar,d Pr. For
a stationary flow we can consider
any portion of the gas-how it
moves and what happens to it. For
definiteness, 1et's take one mole of
air (the molecular mass of air
M = 29 g/mole) and look at a

" tlJbe" that it enters from far off
and from which it emerges near
the model. To avoid purely formal
difficulties associated with the
complete stoppage of the au near
our point, we'll consider this sp.eed

small compared to the initial
speed (but not exactly equal to
zero!1.

The outside air, "pushing" our
portion of gas into the "tube" at the
entrance/ performs work

w.: Prvl'

where V, is the volume of one mole
of air at temperature ?r. Leaving the
tube, the gas performs work, "push-
ingaway" the surrounding air-that
is, negative work is performed on
the gas:

wr= -P2v2'

where V, is the volume of a mole of
gas at temperature 72.

Let's assume that the gas in the
"tube" does not exchange heat with
the surrounding air. (Strictly speak-
ing, this isn't so, but we can't rea-
sonably estimate this heat ex-
change. Therefore, we'll obtain the

upper limit for the temperature ef-
fect we're investigating.) The change
in the internal energy of our portion
of gas is determined by the work
done by the outside forces and the
change in the kinetic energy of this
portion of gas as a whole:

w,+wn*M" =Lu
2

cv(72 -TL)

=la(r, -r,)') ''

(since air is a diatomic gas, its mo-
lar heat capacity at constant volume
is C, = slrRl.

Using the equation of state for
one mole of ideal gas, PV = R7, we
find

wr: P\vr = RT1,
w2: -P2v2: -RTr.

Now we can write

RI -R72 .+=]a1r'-r'1,

from which we get

T. =7, * "' = 345 K.
7R

P21 3
For temperature measurements

the thermometer must be heated
from room temperature to that of
the human body-that is, by about
15-17'C. The mercury in the ther-
mometer can be shaken down when
its temperature drops by 3-4'C.
Since the thermometer's scale be-
gins at 34oC, atemperature decrease
of a few degrees produces empty
space above the crimp..We must
take into account that when obiects
are heated and cooled, the rates of
their temperature changes are pro-
portional to the temperature differ-
ence between the object and its sur-
roundings, so the dependence of a

thermometer's temperature on time
looks like the curve in figure 3.
Therefore, the time necessary to
cool a thermometer to the tempera-
ture at which the mercury can be

srPTtlllBt[/0cI08tR 1 sg7



tcooling

time

Figure 3

shaken down is far less
time needed to measure
temperature.

P21 4

th"otag

than the
the body

Let's give the system of splinters
an electric charge q lq r 0 for defi-
niteness) and begin to reconstruct
the sphere from the fragments con-
nected by the wires (whose capaci-
tance we ignore). Clearly the surface
charge density at arry part of the re-
composed sphere will be positive.
Thus the electrostatic forces cause
the fragments to repel each other the
entire time they are near one an-
other. So we need to perform work
W > 0 to restore the sphere.

The charge of the restored sphere
is q and its electrostatic energy is
E": 42l2Cr, where C. is the sphere's
capacitance. The energy of the sys-
tem of fragments was E, : q2lLCy
where C, is its capacitance. Clearly
W = E"- E1, ar;.d since I4l > 0, then
E. > E6--that is,

q'-q2
2C" 2Ct

Therefore, C 
" 

< C 
-that 

is, the elec-
tric capacitance of the original
sphere is less than the total capaci-
tance of its fragments connected by
wires.

P21 5
The spot of light that can be

seen in the large mirror is a reflec-
tion of the spot of light formed on
a "screen" in front of the large
mirror. The role of the screen may
be played by the observer's body, a

wall reflected in the mirror, and so
on. However, the screen has a

"hole" in it-the small mirror it-
self. If the sunlight reflected first
from the small mirror, and then
from the large one, strikes the
small mirror again, there will be
no spot of light. After the first re-
flection from the small mirror, the
beam passes perpendicular to the
plane of the large mirror, and thus
it hits the image of the small mir-
ror in the large one. Therefore, if
the observer directs her spot of
Iight at the image of the small mir-
ror, she will no longer see the spot
of light.

Bl'aintea$Er$

821 1

Arrange the matches in a cube
with an edge length of one match.

821 2
One possible answer is to make

the six points the vertices of two
equilateral triangles with unit side
Iength, lying at a unit distance from
each other (fig. a).

821 3
Letx denote the number of people

who are both mathematicians and
philosophers. Then the number of
mathematicians is 7x, and the num-
ber of philosophers is 9x. Thus phi-
losophers are more numerous. (One
might wonder whetherx is zero. But
if this question has occurred to you,
then you are both a mathematician
and a philosopher, and thus x is dif-
ferent from zero.)

lT-In
IT-lXE
E-xffi
L_tE-r

821 4
Our task is to find the smallest

natural n such that one can find a
whole number between 96135 . n and
97136 n. It's not hard to check that
the desired number is 7 , andthe frac-
tion t917 196l3s . 7 > 19 >97 135 . 71.
We can verify by direct computation
that numbers smaller than 7 don't
work.

821 5
See figure 5.

i

Figure 5

tT0 retli$iled
1. The value of $100 is given in

the table below. Continuing the pro-
cess for a few more decades is likely
to convince you that your balance
will never grow past $200.

2. The value of $100 is given in
the table below. This form of sioppy
bookkeeping leads to balances that
oscillate about $200 and correspond
to the phenomenon of ".chaos."

3. In figure 14 (in the article), we
need only draw a connector from the
rectangular reservoir labeled Popula-

\
N

\q)
a.,

\)
N

Time Balance lnterest fee

0-1 0 years 100 100 50 = 50

l0 20 years 150 '150-11250=3750

20-30 years 187 50 187 50 175 78 = 11 72

30 years 199.22

Tme Baiance lnterest - fee

0 30 years 100 300-150=150

30-60 years 250 750 937.50 = 187.50

60 90 years 62 50 187 50 58 59 -'128 91

90 1 20 years 191 .41 57422 54955 - 2467

Figure 4
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tion P to the circular converter la-
beled c. Of course we must also as-
sign a value to L and program the
rule "c = LIP(I)" into the system.
This is done by means of a dialog
box that is opened by double-click-
ing the icon c.

4. One possibiiity is c : L(2 -PllP.
Another is c = L(2 - 4l ^lF 

.Which do
you think is more realistic? Why?

llinus
Why will there be a stabilization

of the numbu of INFECTED in the
case of the disease spreading within
one p opul ation ! Wh at will th at num -
ber of INFECTED beinthelongrun!
The model shows initially a severe
outbreak of the disease because the
initial stocks of NONIMMUNE and
INFECTED people are large. Thus,
the product of

RATE OF CONTACT *

NONIMMUNE * INFECTED

is large. As the inJected move on to
either die or survive, the stocks be-
come smaller. In the long-run, the
only NONIMMUNE ones in the
population are the NONIMMUNE
IMMIGRANTS, to whom the disease

wiil be passed on. Thus, the number
of NFECTED will bg in the long run,
those seven NONIMMUNE IMMI-
GRANTS.

Why does the disease entfuely
disappear in the two-population
model when tha vfuus is passed on
by direct contact! With a lower con-
tact rate, the stock of NON-

IMMUNE H can temporarily build
up again after the first severe out-
break of the disease, and the stock of
INFECTED H becomes larger for
each subsequent outbreak. The
more individuals that are infected,
the more are being removed in the
following period from the system,
and INFECTED H reaches zero.
Similarly, theINFECTED M rapidly
goes to zero, attd as a result

H RECEIVE VIRUS = RATE OF
CONTACT H1 * NONIMMUNE

H*INFECTEDH+RATEOF
CONTACT H2 * NONIMMUNE

HXINFECTEDM=0.

One of the ways in which the dis-
ease can reenter the population is by
reappearing in a mutated form. Can
you model that case?

For a powerful description of the
dynamics of the Ebola virus, see The
Hot Zoneby R. Preston (New York:
Anchor Books, 19951.

Wonldinahuhhle
1. For the Biosphere 2 rainforest,

the residence time of carbon in a res-
ervoir (7) = Reservoir size (gC)/Rate
of inflow into or outflow from reser-
voir (gC/unit time).

o For the atmosphere: 7: (50,000
gC)/(a,000 gc/hr) = tz.s hours

o Plants: 7 = (1,100,000 gc)/(a,000
gc/hr) :275 hours = 11.5 days

. Soils: T = 1100,700,000 gC)/
(2,000 gcihr) = 50,350 hours :2,100
days : 5.75 years

2. Global carbon cycle:
. Atmosphere: T = (615 Gtllllz4

Gtlyr + 60 Gtlyr):3.3 years
. Plants: r : (73I GtlllI24 Ctlyrl

: 5.9 years
. Soils: T = (t,238 Ct)l(62 Gtlyrl

:20 years
. Ocean: T = (35,855 Gt)/(50 Gtlyrl

:614.4years
3. r Step 1. Find the amount of Gt

of air in the Earth's atmosphere:
(0.028/100 CO2) . x Gt air = 615

Gt CO, in air
x:2.2. 106 Gt air
o Step 2. Determine what a2pplr,

(or 0.0002% ) increase in CO, is in Gt:
(0.0002/100 CO, each year).2.2.

105 Gt air: x Gt added eachyear
x = 4.4 Gt CO, added eachyear

The length of the path ACDB
equals that of the path AC'DB-see
figure 6. And the latter path is
clearly longer than AC'8. So our
answer is right.

AC: C'D

Figure 6
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COWCULATIONS

Bad millr

A dynamic system gone sour

by Dr. Mu

ELCOME B.\CK
to Cowculatrons,
the column de-
voted to problems

best solved with a com-
puter algorithm.

The average Co\r'rn
Farmer Paul's herd pr o-
duces 10 gallons oi rnrlk a

day. The raw milk goe s di-
rectly from the co\\-
through the mrlking ma-
chine into a cooling tank,
where it is held untrl rt rs
picked up by a refngerated
milk truck every. dar-, 365
days a year. Thus, rvrthrn a
day or two, milk that my
bovine friends have 1ov-
ingly produced is on your
local supermarket shelf
ready for your enjoyment.

Refrigeration is the key
to preserving milk. With-
out it, the shelf life of our
sweet natural product
would be very short. Bacte-
ria, r,r,hich enters the milk
from many sources-none
of which I want to discuss
in public-soon starts to
multiply and eventually
transforms our sweet nec-
tar into a sour mess. The
growth of bacteria in milk
has been identified by
Farmer Paul as obeying a

Discrete Dynamical Sys-

o

A]
x-
w
(D
f
fo
l
Dl
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10*

tem (DDS) similar to the models used to predict the
population $owth of humans. Think of bacteria as little
people.

Farmer Paul's DDS Model forbacteriagrowth in milk
states that if we take a series of bacteria measurements
in milk at equally spaced times, then the bacteria count
changes according to the following Logistic Growth
Model (note: if now is the present time period, now - |
is the previous time period, with 1 r'epresenting a fixed
unit of time):

Bacteria[0] =1;
BacteriaInow] =Sssteria[now-1] +

(remperature - 32) 
Bacteria Inow-11 ( r--

200
Bacteria lnow - 1]

200 )

The length of time it takes the bacteria to reach a

reading of B0 is the length of time it takes to sour. This
time period is highly dependent on the temperature at
which the milk is stored. Here is a picture of the bacte-
ria growth in milk for the two temperatures 50'F and
75"F:

Bi.cteris 6roLth in $i1*
"-"'iliil::::r"'

l' -."''

the probability it is won by the |erseys islllH + /). Also,
if P is the probability that the |erseys will win fifty
games first, then they should be awardedP ' 1,000 of the
prize money. Report your answer for the series that
ended Holsteins: 35 and |erseys: 41.

Let ProblWins[H,]l represent the probability that the

|erseys will win 50 games before the Holsteins, given
the current games won is H for Holsteins and I forler-
seys. Clearly, ProbfWins[H,50] = 1 for H < 50 because
the |erseys have won 50 games. Also, ProblWins[50,]l=0
for / < 50 because the Holsteins have won the series. We
can work backward from the boundary conditions with
the following recursive relationship:

Pr oblw inslu, | -- fiy ruoury insltt + t, 7l

f
+{ProbMinslu,l +t].

tt T I

This simply says that the only way to win from the
curent score of H to I is for the Holsteins to win the
next game (with probabllity HllH + /)) and then to win
from a score of H + | to f, or to have the |erseys win the
next game (with probabllity IllH + fl) andthen win from
a score of H to / + I . One of these two results must oc-

cur and they are mutually exclusive.
These conditions are specified in Mathematica@ as

follows:

CIear IProb,fWins]
Prob'JWins [II_, 5Q ] : =1/; H<50
Prob,ITilins [50, iI-] : =0/;iI<50
Prob,fV'Iins [H-r iI-] : =

H
Prob,fWins tII, JI =;I + Jr 

ProbilVilins [H+1, JI

,J
+-Prob.fWins [H,,r+1]H+iI

The winning amount for the |erseys, given a series end-

ing at H : 35 and /: 41, is

1000 . Probilvilins [ 3 5, 4 1l

924 .097

Not bad, and clearly better for the |erseys than it
would have been if other settlement methods.were used.

Note that in this cowculation, past performance is an

indicator of future performance, because the Hl@ + ll-
factor-the chance H wins the next game-is more fa-

vorable to the Holsteins if they are ahead in the num-
ber of wins to date. The classical version of this problem,
called the problem of points, uses a fixed probabllity p
for the chance of a win at each game. In this case/ past
performance is not assumed to be an indicator of future
performance. If we assume the Holsteins and the |erseys
ate an even match in every game/ then p = 0.5 for each
game and we apply the classical model. We get the fol-

3$ur !}oirii

tifie fflitg
10060n0*s

Now for your "Challenge Outta Wisconsin."
COW 6. Given Farmer Paul's model for the growth

of bacteria in milk, cowculate the temperature at which
milk will sour twice as fast as it does at 50"F.

The milk has gona to the cooling tower.
Better use some computu power.
To crack this COW,
You must know how
To find the time when the *rrO t"r"t:;fr.*u

s0lllli0[10 c0tfl, 5
Last time I proposed the problem of how to fairly

awardprize money to two baseball teams that end the
series before one team wins 50 games.

COW 5. Write a program that will cowculate the
winnings of each team based on BABE's rules. You are

to assume that if the game score is curently at Hol-
steins: H, and )erseys: /, the probability that the next
game will be won by the Holsteins is Hl@ + /), while

SEPITllllBIR/OITOBIR ISST04



lowing set of recursive relationships:

Clear IProb,Jwins]
ProbilWins [H_, 50 I : =1/ ;H<50
ProbilWins [50,,I_] : =0/ ;.f<50
ProbilWins [H_,.I_l : =ProbilWins [H, iII =.5
Probiltilins [t{+ 1,,J] + . SprobilWins [H, if+ 1 J

The winning purse for the |erseys if the classical model
is used, given a series ending at H: 35 and | = 4I, is
1OOO . ProbilWins [35, 41]

894.98

Not as big a difference as might be expected-on1y
about $301ess. This ciassical form was first posed to the
French mathematician Pascal in 1654 as a gambling
problem: how to split the pot before a game has ended
given the present state of the game. A closed form
mathematical solution exists for the classical case, but
not for COW 5. This one requires a computer algo-
rithm.

A simulalinn solulion
Anothcr \r.r\- tLr ;rpf rLr;1ch rhis p1pl.l;m is ro actuallr-

sin-r-r:1:rte plar-rni ,-rLlr th- selrc. 1..,r- usLirq r..rndo1r num-
bers to cltcrl. -,..-:t -.'t:1- i-t-l :_rnte. -\ccorclrng to
BABE's rlil-: .::-:; :t...i:t -,l:lt- SaL)1c ts Holsteins H
and ferser s 

- ::r.:: :- p:;krnl a rllndom nr_rmber between
0 ancl 1 ,Random [ ] titc Te r-se)-s \\:tn the next game if
Random L1<J / (H+.7) , otherrr,isc the Holsteins win.
Once a rc.,-1:r ,r.1s rcachecl 50 r.r.rns, the series if over. So,
we starr r,,'rtit the score Holsteins: 35, |erseys: 41, and
rccori.l rr ho re aches 50 first. We repcat this 1,000 times
ancl coinp-.ute the percentage of times that the ferseys
re:rchecl 50 irrst.

Morton Goldberg submitted a compiled solution in
Mathematica. Presented below is a variation of his so-
lution, without any compile.

Begin by defining the function playBa11, which
takes the current gameboard {Hostein wins, }ersey rvins,
Goal), plays one gamc, and updates the gameboard.
Once eithcr side has reached the goa1, the gameboard
remains the same:

P1ayBa1lIs ] :=Modulet{h=sl t1l l, j=s I I2] I ],
If [Randoml'J <j / (h+j ), {h, j+1,s [ [3] I ],

(h+1, j, s [ [3] I ] I I ;
PlayBall [s_] ;=7;Maxls t t1l l,s t t2l I I ==s [ [3] l

A series is over once a tearn has reached the goai (50
wins) and p1ayBa11 rcmains iirecl. This is done in
Mathematica \r1th the Fixedpoint iunction. Now wc
nced to keep a tal1y of r,vhrch side reached the goal of
50 games irrst. We define the ratly function: if the
Holsteins reach the goai first, incrernent by one the
number of Holstein series victories; otherwise incre_
ment the -,arins for the |erseys:

Tlallytsj : =If [s [ [1] I ==s 1 [3] Llblsteirrs++,ilelseys++l ;

Now all that remains is to set the variables to zero and
define the standings:

{Holsteins=0, ilerseys=0 } ;
standing= t35,4t,501 ;

We repeat the series 1,000 times and print the out-
come:

Do [Ta1ly[Fi:<edPoint [p].ayBal_I, standingl L {1000} I ;
{ Holsteins, ilerseys, N Iilerseys,/
(ilerseys+Holsteins ), 3 I )

{69,931,0.931}

Morton Goldberg averaged the output from 10 inde-
pendent simulations, resulting inp :0.92510.003, giv-
ing the /erseys a prize of $925. This is very close to the
analyttcal solution of $924.10.

mdfinally...
Please end your cowculation for COW 6 to

drmu@cs.uwp.edu. To view a1l previous COW rumina-
tions, take a peek at http:f lusaco.uwp.edu/
cou,culations.

Head lnor'B a[oulil

olt the World UUidE lII|s[!

Here is a list of World Wide Web sites mentioned
in various LTG articles in this rssue:

r Biosphere 2: www.bio2.org
. High Performance Systems, lnc. (STELLA)

www.hps-inc.com
. Ventana Systems, Inc. (Vensim):

www.vensim.com
o Matthias Ruth: web.bu.edu/CEES/

readmoreMR.html

The CIub of Rome maintains a Web site
(www.ClubOfRome.org)where you can find a his-
tory of that organization, a "short version, of The
Limits to Growth, and many useful links

An FTP stte at the University of lllinois
(ft p. ncsa. uiuc. edu/GlobalModels/SoftWare) h as
a Mac Hypercard version of the World3 model
that includes a set of classroom materials
(BeyondTheLimits. Mac.SEA. hqx) and other items
of interest.

You can also use a Web search engine to find
many other sites, entering such search terms as
"system dynamics," "sustainability,"',World3,"
and the like.

o
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